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PREFACE 

fher© have been many conflicting studies covering the 

Am©rlean Civil War period.# The southern historian, es-

pecially, lias been deeply concerned with the causes which 

prompted the collapse of the Confederate government, He has 

been greatly hampered la M s efforts to for# unbiased de-

cisions, however, by the prolonged bitterness the conflict 

stianilated and by wide gaps la southern source Materials* 

In the course of time fir# has taken heavy toll in 

materials resulting in complete loss of many documents which 

would have been of considerable value. Tkm war itself was 

naturally a major instrument of destruction of records; and 

custodial and public ignorance, carelessness, negligence, and 

Indifference have resulted in gaps in southern documentary 

materials# The remaining Confederate source materials re-

veal a hastily established government shot through with 

violent quarrels and personal feuds vhleh could not help 

but affect the final outcome of the war. 

One of the major Confederate rifts occurred between 

Jefferson Davis, President of the Confederate States 6f 

America, and General Joseph 1. Johnston, Brigadier-General 

in the Confederate Army. Although this controversy was 

maintained with a sort of stilted dignity doubtlessly cal-

culated to deceive the outside world, beneath It all was 

111 



the deepest, bitterest personal feud of the war* There 

never was any real harmony between the two sen from the day 

Johnston assuoed command at Harper*s Perry, Hay 23, 1861, 

until the war closed with Davis's flight and Johnston's 

surrender at Durban's Station, April 26, 1865* 

Many of the misfortunes of the Confederacy can be 

directly traced to the hostility between these two men, 

and no doubt their dissentions were of material benefit to 

the Worth* Every enemy that Davis had, for whatever cauce, 

immediately became the active partisan of Johnston* and tha 

enemies of Johnston heartily lauded the president *s military 

genius and statesmanship when decisions were rendered con-

trary to tto wishes of Johnston. A study of this feud re-

veals one of the many Internal weaknesses of the Confederacy 

and sheds li#tit on the factors involved in the final collapse 

of Confederate arms* 

iv 
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CHAPTER 1 

SUDS OF DISCOHD 

Despite the heroic resistance of the South and its ap-

parent unity during the war between the states, the Con-

federate governaent was beset vith difficulties fro* the very 

beginning. First of all, the sentiment for secession was not 

unanimous, and there were many prominent southern leaders who 
I 

strongly opposed such a aove« The chief Unionist strong* 

holds of the South vera in western North Carolina, northern 

Alabama, and eastern Tennessee, but a large number of 
2 

Unionists could be found in every state* Besides having 

a strong Unionist group, the Confederacy was further handi-

capped by internal dissensions of various kinds which ex-

pressed themselves chiefly in personal opposition to 

Jefferson Davis, who was chosen President of the Confederate 

States early in 1861*^ These dissensions originated in part 

from a conflict between the small farmer and the planter 

1 

J, G. Bandall, t M Sltil Mi£ AB& P. 187, 

% M d » . pp. 33®, 339} See also Georgia L. Tatua, Pis-
temte M Jta SfMiitrng* tisila* 

^Hamilton J* Eckenrode, jMtlSMm fitlil.fi t 
MM Isaffis PP. 105-106. 



aristocracy, In part from the tension ©f a long war and 1»~ 
% 

pending defeat, and in part from the personal ahorteoiiliigs 

of the Confederate chief executive and M s advisors.^ 

Largely as a result ©f the last factor - arose the contro-

versy between the chief executive and General Joseph 1* 

Johnston, one of the. Confederate coaiaianderEf, a controversy 

of major proportions in its effect on the over-all cossraand 
6 

problems of the Confederacy. 

Jefferson Eavia had a natural bent for a military career 

and therefore had little desire for the Confederate presidency. 

He was without a doubt a statesman of great ability, hut u s 

rigid, dogmatic, and handicapped by physical wretchedness,-^ 

Davis was opposed to secession except as a last resort and 

advised the leaders of Mississippi} M s hose state, against 
8 

it* An examination of some of the motivating forces in Ms-

early life discloses other personal shortcomings which placed 

Davis in a difficult position as chief executive of the Con-

federacy. 

Randall, ££. elt*T p. 352* 
§ 
Dtrabar Rowland (ed.), Jefferson Davist Constitutlonali ati 

M m m I M fittftMftiit W , 3%#, hereafter cited as 
I&WXi' 
6 
Bouglas Southall Prieasn, M&lM UmtSMMM* X, xawlli. 
7 
Robert W. Winston, gy& g,Sate§ i M M r Il&ZmLt P. 15. 

a 
SsaM Earns.) v, 31. 



Davis was a normal youth, of refined nature, fall of fun 

at tines, but usually serious and reserved,. He was graduated 
9 

from West Point in 1828, ranking rather low in M s class# 

Davis proved to be an efficient officer from the beginning, 

but even in his early manhood he was possessed with extremely 

strong opinions. In 1833 he was among the few young officers 

chosen for promotion to the newly organized regiment of dra-

goons* His unswerving determination was exemplified in his 

decision to resign his commission and starry the daughter of 
10 

Colonel 2achary Taylor against the latter's wishes* After 

braving the fury of the doughty colonel, Davis and his young 

wife settled upon M s Mississippi plantation which he called 
11 

•Briarfield." Only a few Months after M s marriage Davis1s 
12 

wife died, and the severe shock of this event caused M a 

9 
Winston, ££• ci.t.. p. 11.* 

10 
William ». Dodd, UMflSSi P« l^5 F. 
His tor?/ st Jte M S s i ilalfi XimjJas g , a g g i » « 

i s l I T l 

Winston, op. clt.. p. 11. 

i2Varlna Davis, Jefferson Davis. I, 16$. Davis1s second 
marriage (February 26, 18*+5) was to farina Howell, granddaughter 
of a Hew Jersey governor. A well-educated woman, having gone 
through the best schools in PMladelpMa. Mrs. Davis had a 
deep insight into human nature and therefore provided her 
husband a strength he did not possess. She was extremely 
affectionate, but also proved to be a good hater. E. A. 
Pollard, ifiSl Qmi&j P« 



13 
to live a very secluded life upon his plantation. During 

these years, Davis read widely and deeply in political and 

social science, M s only companion being M s brother, Joseph 

Davis# an able and we 11-educated lawyer and extreae Jcffer-

sonian. This period in Jefferson Davis^s life cannot be 

passed over lightly for the views he formed at this time 

were lasting $ and since he missed the benefits of contact 

with other men, he never quite understood human nature or 
llf 

public opinion. He also em.® to depend wholly on his own 

opinions, therefore robbing others of his respect for theirs* 

From this studious retirement Davis emerged in 18**3 as 

Democratic candidate for the legislature. He was not 

elected, but he was aade a Polk elector, thus coming into 

full cooperation with the Robert J* Walker political machine 
15 

in Mississippi. " Davis campaigned for Polk so effectively 

that M s party sent him to the national House of Representa-

tives. Much to the surprise of the party leaders, Davis be* 

came a very active jaeiaber of Congress! he assisted in framing 

the tariff act of l8*+6, advocated, in opposition to th« 
13 
Winston, M * SJLi.f P» 17» Doid, PP* 

lif 
Randall, PP. <?l;t., pp# 356-358, 

15 
Winston, op. cit.. p. 35« 



administratlon, a continuance of the Joint occupancy of 

Oregon, and supported the administration in Its Mexican 
X6 

policy, working closely with John C. Calhoun in the Senate, 

Having reluctantly voted for the Mexican War, the 

Mississippioffered his services to the- Military and was 

selected to cooraand the first regiaent enlisted In that .. 

17 ; 
state, called the Mississippi "Rifles** • Davis resigned 

his seat in the Bouse to assume his coaaand. The Mis-

sissippi regiment reached Mexico in time to render dis-

tinguished service throughout the campaign la northern -

Mexico* Colonel Davis distinguished himself in Monterrey " ' 
1 8 ' • • 

and at the battle of Buena Vista, and was appointed one 

of the co«ais8loners to arrange the terms of surrender at 

Monterrey* For his services he was offered the rank of 

brigadler-general by President Polk, but declined the honor 

because "he did'not think the Executive had the power to 
19 

make such an appointment** 

Governor Alexander G> j.-rovn designated Davis to rep-

resent Mississippi in the United States Senate within two 

months after his return from Mexico* The appointment was 

PP> 'Willi®® 0* Brown, m m i m S t 
pp. 78-79. 

i7l"inston' ** h6-
 1Bmu, rnmm* it m* 

19 
Winston, a». cit». p* 50. See also Varina Davis, 

clt, I, m-tf&llksxs. £MS£», I, 73, 86. 



for the interval to elapse "before tho next session of tho 

assembly, the vacancy "being due to the death of Senator Jesse 

Spalght. *?hls appointment was ratified by the Mississippi 

legislature j, which three years later re-elected him for a 

full term, 18J? 1-57* In tha Senate Fa vis again, demonstrated 

an ability to />et things done. He was made chairman of the 

commit toe on military affairs $ an important committee after 
20 

the Mexican War. He opposed tho Compromise of 1850, favor-

ing instead the extension of the Missouri Compromise line to 
21 

the Pacific, Senator Davis came to represent the southern 

position on almost every Issue relating to governmental in-

terference with slavery. By 1051 Davis was considered one 
22 

of the -ablest men in the senate. 
Iti order to understand Davis , one must certainly not 

23 

overlook his poor health* In appearance he seemed well 

enough, Davis was six feet tall, rather lean of face, with 

large blue-gray eyes with heavy brows and a high masterly 

forehead $ but underneath, he suffered continually from a 

life-long malady, facial neuralgia end neurosis. His health 

had been broken and permanently undermined when he contracted 

2 0 • 

Congress*anal Globe. 31st Congress, Second Session, p« 8# 

21Ibld.. p* 156. 

22Varina Davis, m * X» ^21-^73> £8XU I»66»85« 

23Winston, m * pp.92,227*237; Varina Davis. 
^9| Davis PaSSrsTTli. 216, 25%, 277, 399, and 360. 



pneumonia while fighting Indians near the site where the 

present city of Chicago Is located# While a. n»»ber of the 

Senate he was usually either ill in lied, or on the Senate 

floor delivering blistering ©rations against those who op-

posed his faction. 

Davis showed open contempt for all those who opposed him 

and his policies, and no doubt the fanatical desire to vig-

orously assail and dissolve rival factions greatly affected 

M s frail condition. After a major clash with the erratic 

25 

Senator Henry Stuart Foote, also of Mississippi, and the 

anti-slavery group in the Senate, Davis resigned to "take the 

stuiap for slavery~extension and constitutional liberty," 

leaving behind bitter enemies in that house of the logis-
26 

lature. 
27 

Although suffering froa poor health, Davis was in-

duced to enter the race for governor of Mississippi in 

2b 
See Congressional Globe. 31st Congress, Second 

Session, pp. 28, 9?, f&TSUf, 3?05 ^99 anci 711. 

2$ 
Davis and Foote had shared the same apartment building 

for approximately three weeks during December, l&h7? I a vie 
and his wife changed their place of residence following a bout 
of fisticuffs between the two senators. H# Davis, He.c.Q.lls.fi.tioip 
Si SSfl. P* 315* 

26 
Pai?ls Paters. II, 133, 335; Winston, o£. c£t>, pp. 78-88, 

2 7 
farina Davis, ££. 



a 
28 

July, 1851 against the irrepressible Fcote, and plunged 

into the campaigh with a characteristic expectancy and con-

fidence . In the wave of reaction against Calhoun's Southern 

Unity Movement, he vas defeated in the election by a Majority 

of one thousand votes, and the victorious Foot# did not fail 
go 

to boast of his victory over "General* Davis. This was the 

first real defeat that Davis had suffered, and it must have 

been a bitter one. He returned to Briarfield until 1853 when 

President Pierce appointed bira Secretary of War,^° 

As head of the War Department Davis reorganized, im-

proved and enlarged every department of the array $ superin-

tended the extension of the oapitol, end had several surveys 
31 

n«de to find a suitable route for a Pacific railway. 

Scientists and artists were employed in the engineering 

parties, and the reports which they made are a monument to 
32 

Davis. Jefferson Davis was not a small-sindeci man, for he 
loved ambitious undertakings and delighted in association with 

33 
scientific men* Turing these vigorous months as head of the 

28 
Varina Davis, pi,t.« 1» h69• > 

2Q ' 40 
**t?ayi.a Papers. II, 85# Winston, •&£•* P* 9^. 

31 . 32 
Winston, 032. p. ,121. V M U *32. 

33 
J. William Jones, fofXftEgga Piffle ? PP. 131-1^2• 
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War Department Davis1s sectionalistic sentiments were greatly 

modified by M s nationalistic fervor# 

At the end of the Pierce administration Davis was re* 
3^ 

elected to the Senate, He again took the lead in opposition 

to anti-slavery aggression. Davis constantly asserted the 

views of the South concerning slavery, state rights, state 

sovereignty and secession. It was principally through the 

efforts of Davis, that, in i860, a set of resolutions wa$ 

adopted by the Senate embodying these views. Despite his 

prevailing poor health, he fought bitterly, opposing se~ 

cession except as a last resort. After secession had been 

accomplished, Davis was one of the few Mississipplans who 

hoped for reunion until Port Sumter was fired upon on 
3& 

April 12, 1861* 

On January 21, 1861, Davis took leave of the Senate, re-

turned to Mississippi and was made major-general of state 

37 
troops. Shortly thereafter, delegate* of the seceding 

3 * W & , E a s m i n } 585#- 35Winston, slfc., P* 

36 
Robert Underwood Johnson and Clarence C. Buel (eds.), 

Battles and leaders of the Civil War. I, 65, hereafter cited 
®S M t t j p JAUFFLFTTIM »o^» sii»» PP. 189-21**$ 
Papers. ?, 32, 25» 3*1 H* Von Abele, 11 Jefferson Davis, 
Rationalist," SS£SBZEt K l ? (March, 1 9 W , 313-19. 

37 
Sllll fllMtS*, V, If6» 
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slates met at Montgomery, organized a provisional government* 

and elected Davis provisional president. There was no other 

strong candidate for the office* The principal opposition -

to the choice of Davis was that, he was too moderate, but on-?; 

February1861$ the- Montgomery Convention adopted the Con* 

stitutlon of the Confederate Slates of; America with salt 
' • 3$-

Davis' president and Alexander H« fctevens vice president«; 

i •. AlnoSt iMjaiiately President Davis's personal ofiarac* • 

teristierand 'inadequacies injured his influence with hi» 

associates* He was frequently mlst&ken in his judgment of 
' 39-

people, botfc his friends and those who opposed his policy§" 

In that important realm of statesmanship involving the 

38 . • . . . • . ' > 
• Davis and Stevens were officially inaugurated xaAyp 'fha 

Confederate Constitution.. February .22* 1862* Winston, jgjg# ail,-*# 
pp* 180-181 j Bodd, m* P* 223? Jefferson Davis, Jfe Sim 
and Fall gt £&£ Confederate Governmentf 1, '232*»23©# ; • 

39 • 1 

. Gamaliel Bradford, hm. SM, Americanf pp. ̂ 9~52f BaMall, 
OS* cit*. pp* 356-8. Also see Morris Schaff, M t t M M M SUtHdb 
f s W e and PP* From the Beginning Davis-
lost the • ardent personal support of many of the «or® espabl# ' • 
leaders * 'William L« Yancey, who had contributed perhaps more 
than any other 'Single person in the South to bringing &^°ut 
secession, was sent iMaedlately on a fruitless mission to t£ 
land* Hobert Barnwell Rhett, without cabinet portfolio., be , 
came eventually the leader of the opposition* Hobtrt $bottbs* 
the first Secretary of State, resigned in the simmer of 1861* 
With the exception of Attorney General Judah. P* Benjamin* the 
cabinet was composed of mediocrities and never evoked popular 
enthusiasm* In spite of much opposition to Benjaaln, D M * ndt 
only retained him,•but promoted his to the portfolio of the 
State Department# For Davis's reasons for the selection of the 
member?, of M s first cabinet, see Jefferson Davis, SX§M ililll 
Fall Qt Confederate (ffflrtlWWnt* PP* 2*fl~3* 
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skillful handling of men, a realm In which Abraham Lincoln 

was so adept| Davis was weakest, the President of the Con-

federacy directed nearly all the important work of department* 

responsible for the conduct of the *rar« Be forced the members 

of his official family into the background, and this is one 

reason that they are less known than those of Lincoln, 

Considering himself a, Military expert, Davis attempted, 

not always with wisdom, to direct the warf tat his evident 

lack of confidence in his military commanders caused resent~ 

merit and hesitation in the field which hampered response to 

M s orders. Disagreement between Davis and his generals was 

inevitable, and the Confederate military organization was soon 

shot through with violent quarrels and personal feuds which 

soon became of material value to the Horth» Of these Con-

federate quarrels, none was sore violent than the one which 

occurred between Davis and General Joseph £• Johnston. 

Although the Davis-Johnston estrangement was maintained 

with a dignity undoubtedly calculated to deceive the outside 

world, it was the deepest, bitterest, personal feud of the 

war. There never was any real concord between Davis and 

Johnston from the day Johnston assumed command at Harper* s 

Ferry, May 23, 1861, until the war closed with Davis*s flight 

1 .̂0 
Finally, in the desperation of defeat. Congress 

created (January, 1865) the office of commanding general. 
which Davis bestowed upon Robert E« Lee. Randall, ££• clt*f 
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tod Johnston's surrender at Durban ' s station, April 26, 1865• 

Many things were dene and other things left undone by both 

which would have been otherwise but for their eternal con-

troversies, 2heir conflict stemmed indirectly from the Con-

hi 
federate Congress* 

Johnston*s background was very similar to that of Davis, 

both having come from sound* middle class* American parentage* 

The fathers of each were revolutionary soldiers, and each vas 

reared in the rich traditions of the Old South# Their forma! 

education was almost identical, with emphasis on social ' 

philosophy and political theory. Both became interested in ' 

fire arms and the art of war at an early age* and both attended 
fyg •'' 

the United States Academy at V/est point at the same time* . 

Strangely enough, the individual personalities of Johnston and 

Davis were also somewhat similar, but even this mrfced like-

ness tended for sore discord than harmony# Neither was a oan • 

to give up his own opinions or even compromise on an issue.-

At^ao time during the war did either abandon his own view to 

attempt to fathom honestly the view of the other# Each vas ' : 
^11 

"Davis and Johnston,n Southern feifiXlgll • ElMZS# 
IX (1892), 95| G# Bradford, Jr# / "Confederate Portraits,* J|* 
lantlc> CX (November, 1912;, 637-^8# ' • 

h2 
According to legend. Davis engaged in a bout of fisti-

cuffs with Johnston while the two were at West Point, and the 
former was thoroughly thrashed. J» B# Hendrick, Q& 
JM. Lfflti 9mmi p* 
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high-temper©<3, impetuous, and zealous for honor, 

Johnston's appearance, in contrast to that of Davis, 

was a. commanding one. Johnston had a trim, ©feet figure' which 

was slightly underweight; his head was well moulded, M s hair 

grizzled, and his side whiskers were long and unkempt» His 

eyes were grey, and could flash with resentment'as. easily as 

thoy could gleam with friendliness, Johnston's mouth was a 

thin, determined, straight line which, on occasion, was cap~ 

able of sneering or sailing* His appearance and manner have 
Mf 

resulted in his being compared to a *gamecock•" 

Joseph Johnston enjoyed the friendship of associates to 

a much greater extent than did the forlorn and tactless Davis, 

He entered West Point with nine boyhood friends, among whom 

was Robert E. Lee. While Davis's ambitions centered around 

the military and to some extent the political, Johnston1^ sola 
*f5 

ambition was to be a soldier# "While in West Point Johnston 

suffered from an infection of the eyes which completely de-

barred his using them at night; but even so, he was graduated 

from the academy thirteenth in a class of forty-six. Robert I, 

Lee. now a very close friend of Johnston's, was second in th« 
V6 ' :-

3ame class* • 

Bradford, "Confederate Portraits," Sli»t P. 

Freeman, Hfi* clt., I, 111# 
Robert M. Hughes, general £fi&aa$£Bt P. 

M 
<$ p# 3*6# 
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In the years following Johnston adhered to M s determina-

tion to prove himself a soldier with a constancy which shoved 

it to he the natural bent of M s mind. The Seminole War cave 

h'm M s first active service, and in a fight which occurred 

nsar Jupiter Inlet, M s skill and gallantry brought success 

to a small body of troopers that was ambushed "by Indians* In 

this battle Johnston was severely wounded, and his clothing 

was punctured thirty times by bullets. It was here that he 

was able to prove beyond a doubt that he possessed the most 
•̂7 

important attribute characteristic of a good soldier—courage. 

Soon after Johnston1s marriage to Lydia HeLane of a 

prominent Baltimore? family, he was sxamoneft to active service 

in Mexico with the array under General Zachary Scott. He was 

again seriously wounded at the battle of Cerro Gordo, but he 

took an active part in the battles around Mexico City, He was 

wounded three times at Chapultepec, in which his command was 

the first to enter the enemy1s wards, 

**7Ibidv pp. 17-21. 

^Bradley T, Johnson (ed.), A Mss&U Qt M M § M Mi-
US. Service of Joseph E. Johnston (hereafter cited as Johnston 
Memoir), pp. l^-if.It is Interesting to note the number of 
occasions on which Johnston received wounds. On May 12, 1891, 
Leigh Hoblnson (at the Memorial exereises in Washington, D. C#} 
stated that rta soldier's wounds are rounds in his ladder," and 
that Johnston's rt letter of credit is written in his blood•H 

Hughes, ££. cit.t p. 311* G. Bradford points out, however 
(in his ^Confederate Portraits," p. 637), that Johnston failed 
to win the majority of his encounters during the Civil War in 
spite of his superfluity of wounds, while Lee was wounded only 
once in his campaigns, many of which were victories. 
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la the years following the Mexican War, Johnston was 

made lieutenant colonel of one of the two regiments of cavalry 

which Congress added to the aray in 1855# Thia action on 

the part of Congress bears strong testimony to the reputation 

which he had made by his conduct in the war# Johnston served 

with this regiment in the West, and in 1858 became an acting 
M 

inspector general of the Utah Expedition, 

In the summer of i860, General Walter Jesup, Quarter-

master General of the United States, died* As he was nest in 

rank to General Winfield Scott, the question as to the proper 

man to fill the vacancy was of great importance, since, because 

of the advanced age of General Scott, the appointee might be 

called at any moment to the chief command of the national 

awy* 

General Scott was requested to name to the War Department 

the officer who was, in his judgment, the best fitted for the 

position* He declined to limit himself to a single name, but 

he suggested the selection be made from one of fouri Joseph 

E* Johnston, Bofeert E, Lee, Albert Sidney Johnston, and Charles 

p. Smith. The career of each of these officers Justified the 

accuracy of Scott's judgment, all having attained high dis-

tinction, The contest for appointment soon narrowed down to 

1̂ 9 

Hugh#®, in* sJJLm P« 33# 

igtoslss Issate? P* 
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the two Johnstons* The Secretary of War, John B* Floyd , 

was in favor of Joseph I* Johnston,^* while Jefferson 

Davis, M s predecessor In office, was equally earnest la a$** 
52 

vocacy of Albert Sidney Johnston, The matter was finally 

settled by the appointment of Joseph E. Johnston, who was con-

firmed by the Senate, and coiiasifstoned brigadier-general on 

June 28, i860# 

Though Johnston was opposed to secession as a question of 

expediency, he did not doubt it as a matter of right, so on 

April 22, 1861, Johnston tended his resignation. It was a 

great personal sacrifice for Johnston to give up his commission 

51 
Hughes, opl clt.y p. 3%* 

52 
Davis was then Senator from Mississippi and chairman 

of the important Committee- on Military iffairs* Since Davis 
was in such an influential position, it seemed for a while 
that the contest might terminate in favor of Albert Sidney .• 
Johnston, However, when Joseph E* Johnston's nomination was 
sent to the Senate on June 27th, it was immediately referred , 
to Davis's committee, Davis reported the nomination on behalf 
of the committee on June 28th, and it was confirmed by a vote 
of thirty-one to three• Hughes, £fi» £lt M pp. 3*<~35* Carina 
Davis, op* cit,, Ilj 150, 158, records that the confirmation . 
of General Johnston's nomination was violently opposed in the 
Senate, and that Davis had to speak for two hours to carry ' 
the point• (See also, the Davis Papers. IX, 257). On the 
other hand,' Robert M. Hughes, one of Johnston's biographers, 
related that relatives of General Johnston* then living in 
Washington and watching "the proceedings with interest, in-
formed him that there was absolutely no opposition, Hughes, 
m * P* 35| Freeman, £&. I, p. 115• 



1? 

In the army of the Ufalted States# B© was the officer of highest 

53 

yank in the army who resigned , the only general who esse South• 

General Scott, on whose staff he served, considered him one 

of his ablest officers, as was seen when he reeoiaaeacled M m 

as one of the four upon whom the office of quartermaster gen-

eral could most fitly be conferred. 

While Johnston was resigning his commission in the army 

of the United States, Jefferson Davis engaged himself in or* 

ganizing his government with the aid of his mediocre cabinet. 

Everything had to be created! there was no civil service, no 

amy, no funds, no navy, few factories, and the people were 

opposed to heavy taxation. However, d&spite these diffi-

culties and the growing discord among top Confederate officials, 

Davis had a working government almost from the beginning,^* 

The Davis government at Montgomery quickly became for the 

South the successor of the Federal government at Washington. 

Many problems crowded in upon the Confederacy during these 

youthful days. The coasting trade, the organization of a 
55 

court system, the post office, the organization of a working 

army, the seizure of United States funds, the eternal problem 

53 
Joseph 1. Johnston, 21 M 4 $ a a , PpgffltflfMMt 

hereafter cited as P. 10. 

5k • • 

t ** G* S* Gilbert, tsaMm^s'* Miiggte *aa ' • 

Mimsm UmM$ v* ̂ 3» 
55 
Journal. Confederate Congress, I, 168-169. 
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of equipment and supply, appeals to other slaveholding states 

to join the Confederacy, the Sumter situation, occupied the 

56 

minds of government officials. 

Looming large in the manifold problems of the Davit 

government after the clash of arms at Sumter was the creation 

of an army to defend the South. Involved in this problem waa 

the extremely important task of expanding force## No dearth 

of excellent officer material existed for some of the most . 

able Vest Point graduates in the Union array had resigned and 

were eager to serve their section. The major problem was the 

question of relative rank to be assigned in the new chain of 

command. It was over this point that the first clasfe occurred 

between the Confederate President and Joseph 1# Johnston* , 

General Johnston considered himself the ranking officer of the 

United States Army and joined the Confederacy with the resolu-

tion that he be so accepted. "Love was not easily destroyed 

in his heart," exDlained Douglas Southall Freeman, but *hat« 
5 ? 

once inflamed always was cherished,* 

56 
] 

57 

» ' ' 
Randall, fig# cit.f p. 

7 

Freenaii, fig* MS*s ^ 2 * 



CHAPTER 11 

A QUESTION OF RANK 

Cont rove r s i a l h i s t o r i a n s a re i n c l i n e d to waste energy i a 

an e f f o r t to determine who should tear the t e c h n i c a l respon-

s i b i l i t y f o r p r e c i p i t a t i n g the war between the s t a t e s * To 

the Southerner i t seems c l e a r t ha t the r e s p o n s i b i l i t y was 

assumed by Lincoln when he decided to r e l i e v e the g a r r l s i o n 
1 

a t Por t Sumter* To the Northerner the unnecessary a t t ack on 

Sumter by General P i e r r e Gustave Toutant Beauregard, under 
2 

the orders of Davis, was r e s p o n s i b l e . The controversy i s 

f u t i l e j i t i s enough t h a t Sumter began the a c t u a l h o s t i l i t i e s 

of the C i v i l War| e l e c t r i f i e d the e n t i r e n a t i o n , and put an 

end to i n d e c i s i o n i n both sect ions* 

1 
James'Ford Hhodes, MmMR §£ 3M*«& iS&Stt tea 
mromise & i n 7 W ~ 6 » 

2 i k u ; , pp. 3 w - 9 i s a i s£ i E M s u g i s B 
Ql jftg. O f f i c i a l £££££& §£ I g t £&&& fflfl, 
h e r e a f t e r c i t ed as Q M U M 1 IgJSfMf.t * 7 2 ? Z * - otherwise 
s t a t e d , a l l v o l u w t e i l e d f r o m t h i s s e t a p f w ® S e r i e s I# 
General Beauregard assumed the r e s p o n s i b i l i t y of the a c t i o n 
of h i s aide® who ordered the reduc t ion of the f o r t , SiXMSSs 
gftoorda. I , 31. Davis defended the a t t a c k and argued tha t 
the South was not the aggressor i n h i s B i H fi£ JsM 
~ - - - - • t 292* 

19 



To the seven states already in the Confederacy four mor« 

were added after Sumter» Virginia on April 17, Arkansas on 

May 6, North Carolina on May 20, and Tennessee on June 8fl86l, 

In the3e states there still remained strong Unionist minori-

ties. This was particularly true in Virginia where the moun-

tain counties in the wester part of the state, long out of 

sympathy with the tidewater slaveholders, were economically 
h 

dependent upon the Ohio Hiver and northern railroads. 

During the months immediately following the Confederate 

victory at Surater and the secession of the state of Virginia, 

the South recruited two of its most valuable commanders, 

Joseph E, Johnston and Robert I. Lee. Johnston, a Virginian, 

resigned his commission as brigadier-general of the United 
5 

States Army on April 22, 1861, to go with his state. Lee, 
also of Virginia, resigned his colonelcy of the First Caval-

€ 
ry, United States Army, April 20, 1861# Faeh surrendered his 

position with the United States Army with considerable 

J, G» Randall, The Civil War and Bacons true t ion f pp.2**5»!?8» 

k 
When Virginia seceded from the Union, these counties, 

with ouch encouragement from Washington and under the protee~ 
tion of federal t roops, seceded from Virginia, organised 
themselves into the state of West Virginia, and obtained ad-
ad ssion to the Union in 1863. 

p* 10* 

6 
Freeman, g. £• Lee* I, khO. 
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sacrifice and reluctance, but eventually determined to follow 

the example set by his state. 

Also of great military value to the Confederacy were 

Samuel Cooper, Albert Sidney Johnston and Pierre Beauregard. 

Samuel Cooper had been colonel and adjutant-general of the 

United States Array, and had resigned March 7, 1861, to join 
? 

the Confederacy* He was bom in lew York, fro© which state 

he was appointed to West Point, where he was graduated In 

18151 A capable officer, Cooper was soon assigned to the 

office of adjutant-general in the Confederacy. Albert Sidney 

Johnston, a Xentuckian by birth, but for laany years a prominent 
8 

citizen of Texas, was graduated from West Point number eight 

of the class of *26, He had resigned May 3, 1861, as Colonel 

of the Second Cavalry and brevet brigadier-general, United 

States Array, and cast his fortunes with the South, Brigadier* 

General Gustave Toutant Beauregard, had already won fame in 

the Confederacy as the "Hero of Sumter" and "one of the 
9 

greatest soldiers in the world»M 

7 
"Davis and Johnston," Southern JS^&SlidSlX SssltM 5&B6Z& 

(R, A. Brock, ed.), XX, 98. 

William A. Keleher, "Texans in Early Day New Mexico," 
Paiihandle»l?lainft j&g.t̂ jLsa3L 1952, XXV, 13-15* 

9 
J * B* Jones , fa hsSsjlSjUflyriteuil filflJCXf ̂* ^5} Mary 

Boykin Cheenut, I Diary from Dixie, p. 31. Since General 
Beauregard had'obtained such a high and easily won reputa-
tion during the initial hostilities at Charleston, South 

( Footnote 9 continued on page 22) 
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10 

A Confederate act of Congress provided for the appoint-

ment of Joseph E, Johnston, Cooper and Lee as brigadier-

generals in the Confederate States Army. They were quickly 
11 

commissioned, Johnston promptly sent to Harper's Perry, 

Cooper provided with the office of adjutant, and Lea given 
12 

control of "the forces* In Virginia. 

Trie rank-conscious Joseph 1, Johnston quickly proved un-

predictable in his dealings with fellow officers and civilian 

9 continued fro® page 21 
Carolina, President Davis felt he could rely on him in plan-
ning imaediat® steps to combat the fast developing Federal • 
threat against Virginia, and therefore, invited him to Hieh-
aond (the newly selected capital of the Confederate States)'' 
for a conference. Both T3avis and Beauregard were heroes in 
the eyes of southerners, and this act on the President's part 
greatly excited public opinion. Humor had it that the 
President himself was going to take the field, and with Beau-
regard to execute his orders, the average southerner reasoned, 
-Victory would fee certain* « Freeman, j§j«j I, 
h* Tills va3 the popular conception of both Beauregard and 
Davis early in the summer of 1861» 

10 
This act was passed on March 6, 1861, and provided for 

the appointment of four brigadier-generals, that being the 
highest grade at first created. On March IVth a fifth bri-
gadier was added, and it was further provided that in appoint-
ments to "original vacancies" in the Confederate Army "the 
eoumlsslons issued, shall bear one and the sarae date, so that 
the relative rank of the officers of each grade shall be de-
termined by their former commissions in the United States 
Army, held anterior to the secession of these Confederate 
tates»M Sea Confederate JournalT I, 871-376• 0 

11 
Recordsr II, 8Mf, 871, 872, 877, 

12 
Ibid, p. 827. 
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superiors, it times he was quite reasonable and conciliatory, 

then on other occasions he was extremely sensitive and jealous 

of bis powers. There were times when he appeared the chival-

rous gentleman-soldierf there.were other times In which he 

would hotly demand every minute detail of authority conferred 

upon him by his superiors. Jefferson Davis was soon to learn 

that a letter from Johnston was capable of smoking with fiery 

wrath vhen the latter became agitated over some question of 

military authority. 

At first, Johnston wrote amiably to Lee's adjutant general 

requesting that he "receive the views and Instructions of the 

Commander-in-Chief•* ̂  But Johnston was not at his post a 

month before he became angry vith Lee and Governor John Letcher 

of Virginia over their disapproval of his authorizing a iaill-
l̂ f 

tary officer of doubtful sobriety to raise two more regiments* 

On July 2ht Johnston wrote to Ad Jut ant-General Cooper pro-

testing against General Lee's acting as commander of the forces 

la Virginia« Again, on the 29th he protested that he would dis-

regard ill orders coming from "headquarters of the forces* 

as illegal*1* Evidently Johnston considered rank the most 

important single factor in the Confederate movement. Cer-

tainly he regarded his own present interest and dignity as 

11 1** 
ibid.» p* 881, X H M m P* 1007-

15 
Ibid. 
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paramount • Unlike Robert I# !»«©, who believed time and suc-

cess would rectify everything, Johnston quickly became sour, 

sullen, watchful and suspicious of everyone who seemingly 

failed to appreciate his ability as a soldier and military 

coram-mder. Toward Davis, at first, Johnston's manner was 

friendly. There was an early misunderstanding mm the evam* 

nation of Harper's Perry, but Johnston politely explained! 

1 know myself to be a careless writer, and will 
not| therefore| pretend to have expressed clearly the 
opinions 1 wished to haire put before the Government# 
I am confident, however, that nothing in ay correspondence 
with my military superiors wakes m obnoxious t© :th@ 
charge of desiring that the responsibility of ajy official 
acts should be borne by any other person than myself. 16 

President T>avis responded in a similar manner, conclud-

ing his dispatch with, HMay God bless and direct you In this 
17 

critical hour of our national existence#* fh© tone of the 

President's correspondence changed slightly, however, on 

July 20, when Davis notified Johnston, in answer to an inquiry 

made while he was marching to reinforce Beauregard at Bull 
18 

Run, that he ranked as general* 

16 17 
fi£n<?ial B&S££&? II» 929. I & M m P- 97*K 

18 
Under the Act of March 6 (See footnote 10, p« 22) 

Cooper, Lee and Johnston had been appointed brigadiers In the 
Confederate Army* " On May 16 the Confederate Congress passed 
a supplementary'act which provided that the five brigadiers 
should "have the rank and denomination of generals, instead 
of brigadier-general." For the Act, See %bid.T Series IV, 
Part I, p, 326# As it appears by Johnston1s inquiry, he was 
not certain as to his rank in relation to that of General 

Continued on page 2J> 
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You are a general in the Confederate Army, 
possessed of the power attaching to that rank. You 
will know how to make the exact knowledge of Brigadier* 
General Beauregard. as well of the ground as of the 
troops and preparation, avail for the success of the 
object in which you co-operate. The zeal of both 
assures me of harmonious action.19 

This dispatch assumed a slightly irritable tone but sig-

nified continued good relations with the general. Friendly 

correspondence between Johnston and Davis continued through-

out the summer, although Johnston did not hesitate to consci-

entiously contradict the President when he deemed Davis mis-

taken. 

Q m cause of minor irritation cam® after the battle of 

Bull Hun. Actually, Bull Run resulted in a complete Union ; 

rout, but' popular opinion in the South aimed blistering ;de«: 

nunciations at the Confederate President because the victory 
2Q 

did not immediately end the war. It was generally believed 

18 
Continued from page 2k 

Beauregard# It is not difficult to see how the rank-conscious 
Johnston became disturbed over President Davis's orders to • 
merge his' forces with Beauregard's. At this time Beauregard 
was considered the ablest general in the Confederacy, but in 
succeeding days M s glory waned rapidly. For Beauregard's 
controversy with Davis and Secretary Benjamin and his eventual 
loss of the command of Northern Virginia, see Free-mam, 
Lieutenants. I, 101-11, 109, 121, 125, 156 and &7kf 

19 
official gfiggrjgs ii, 9@5i feteS-mta Jteaflfib 38-39. 

20 
n. k?6% b77* General Beauregard 

claimed credit for this victory for the Southern forces. He 
had designed the plans for the battle, having carefully 
studied the terrain around Manassas Gap. Be suggested to 

Continued on page 26 
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that the President prevented the pursuit of the Federals, and 

as a consequence the victory was barren in results. Although 

highly exasperating to the President, Johnston and Beauregard 
31 

were probably sincere ia encouraging this view. The rumors 

of Davis * s responsibility for failure caused Davis to ask 
22 

Johnston, in a letter dated November 21, 1861, if he had. 

obstructed pursuit, and it is noteworthy that Johnston answered 
23 

in the negative. However, both Johnston and Beauregard v • 

20 continued 

the Confederate President that Johnston merge his forces . . 
with his to prevent the enemy fro® moving between the t wo 
Confederate armies and forcing a retreat back' toward Fred* 
ericksburg, Q I S M M MSMiSf H » k8?$ 00k* On July 211 
Beauregard submitted his plan to Johnston, It was a con-
fused document, containing several paralyzing obscurities, 
and therefore subject-to- several interpretations, Battles"' ; 

a M k f e St M& Sllll MMt It SM§- Freeaan, M p * • 
tenants. T, m« The Confederates won simply because they 
made fewer blunders in less strategic places than did the 
federals# -See Bobert Selph Henry's Th© Stogy s£. the Con- - -

kfiX» PP* ^-62« 21 
Davis, in his l g | m M E§il, at | M Saaffffmlfi Sgflfl* 

ment. I, 351+, elaiias he favored energetic pursuit and die- -
tated an order for such to General Thomas Jordan, Beauregard's 
chief of staff;, which was not obeyed. See also Davis Papersy 
VIII, 175* However, both Johnston and Beauregard e®phatl»o' 
©ally contradicted the President's statement. Johnston1s 
tesito, p. 63i M M M $ S M M M m M t I» 2WJ Freeaan, ; •: . 

I # 7°» •; 

22 
g g l S M iSMSfi* H » 511-512• 

23 
n » p* 901, 
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subsequently placed the entire responsibility on the shoulders 

of Davis because he did not put the army la condition to ad-
2b 

vanoe effectively. 

The irritating differences between Johnston and the 

President prior to the fall of 1861 were relatively insignifi-

cant compared to the heated conflict that occurred over the 

order of nomination of Confederate generals. On August 31, 

President Davis sent to the Senate for confirmation the 

naoes of five officers who were to be given the rank of full 
25 

general under the congressional act of May 16, 186J#• The 

first mm that appeared on the list submitted was that of 

the adjutant general, Samuel Cooper, who was to rank from 

May 16| 1861. Second on the list was Albert Sidney Johnston, 

as of May 30, and Robert E, Lee was third, ranking since June 

1**, Joseph E» Johnston was fourth, with the grade of General 

from July and P« G. f, Beauregard was listed last, with 
26 

cosanission to date from July 21, 

2V 
_ >3J F*eeatim| Ift&U 

I, ?8. Another cause of irritation to %vls was Johnston's • 
official report of this battle, which advanced the theory that 
his march from the Shenandoah to Join Beauregard was discretion-
ary. But it is clearly shown that his moveaent was directed by 
positive orders from Richmond, at the suggestion of Beauregard# 

SftfifiEtet 536, 537, 5^3, 565. 

25 
i m m h I* • fhe order of nomina-

tions was confirmed at once by the Senate* 

26 
Freeman, Mala MSBSSStoSSi *» 3J.3* 
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This order of nomination* outraged Joseph £« Johnston. 

Johnston argued that ho was the senior officer of the United 

States Army to resign and. come to the Confederacy, and that 

the act of March 6th concerning appointments to original 

vacancies guaranteed his sneiority* According to Johnston, • 

the act of May 16 th for the appointaent of generals of full 

rank was simply a measure to raise the' grade of those who were 

brigadiersj and not an act under which the President could : 

change the relative seniority of those already brigadier 'i 
27 ' ; 

generals# 

•' Joseph Johnston believed that the proper order of rank 

should' have been hiaself, Samuel Cooper, Albert Sidney "John* 
28 

ston, Robert I* Lee, and P* Q. T» Beauregard• Hence, the : 

general wrote a letter of protest to the Confederate chief ; 

executive which, at first, he hesitated to mail. Finally, £•', 

after waiting two days, he forwarded the letter without 
29 

Changing its 

Headquarters 
Manassas, September 12, 1861, 

president Jefferson Davis *17 

Sir i I have the honor to receive through the Wax '' 
Department a copy of the proceedings of Congress on '31*t 
of August, 1861, confirming the nominations made by the 

P» 71. 28Ibid«. 72r 

29 
M M - , PP. 72-73# 
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President of the Confederate Army, and fixing their 
relative rank. 1 will not affect to disguise the sur-
prise and mortification produced In my Rind by the 
action taken in this matter by President and by Con-
gress* I beg to state further, vith most profound 
respect for both branches of the Government, that X 
am deeply impressed with the conviction that these 
proceedings are in violation of my rights as an officer, • 
of the plightful faith of the Confederacy, and of the 
Constitution and laws of the land* Such being ay views, 
lest my silence should be deemed significant of acquies-
cence, it is my duty as well as right on my part at one® 
to enter my earnest protest against the wrong which I 
conceive has been don® TO. I now and here declare ay 

rightfully hold the rank of first general in the armies 
of the Southern Confederacy* 

, • • • I thirik It clear that I was a general by the 
plain terms of the law* It is plain from the action of 
the President and Congress that such was their construc-
tion, as I was at one® ordered to Harper*s Ferry to take 
command in the Valley of Virginia, and the President 
soon after placed three brigadier-general# under ay 
orders. • • « I held and 1 claim to hold my rank as 
general under the act of May 16, 1861* I was a general 
thenceforth or never. Heretofore those who disputed my 
authority a® general have done so because they denied 
the existence of the Government whose officer I claimed 
to be* low that Government joins the hostile power in 
denying my authority* When 1 sent back the missives of 
the Government of the United States, because they ignored 
the Government which I served and asoknowledged, 1 little 
thought that one of the acts of that Government would be 
to ignore ae as its officer by tramping upon its own 
soles® legislative and executive Action. * . * The rela* 
tive rank of the others amongst themselves is unaltered 3© 
It is plain, then, that is is a blow aimed at m only* 
It reduces ay rank in the grade I hold* 
• * . « It seeks to tarnish my fair fame as a soldier and 
a man, earned by more than thirty years of laborious .and 
perilous service* * * * My no£L? associate £Ieaurega.r|i7 
in the battle /First Bull 1un^/ has his preferment con-
nected with the victory won by our common toils and 
dangers* B3Ls commission* bears the date of the 21st of 

30 
That Is, Cooper, A. S* Johnston, Lee and Beauregard * 



July, but care seems to be taken to exclude the Idea ; 
that I had any part In winning our triumph. My mm / 
mission is aade to bear such a date that my onet in* ' . 
feriors in the service of the United States and the 
Confederate States shall be above m $ but it must, not 
be dated as the 21st of July, nor even suggestive of . 
the victory of Manassas* • * * If the action /against -i-
which I have protested be legal, it is, not for a# i©,' 4v 
question the expediency of degrading one who hat . 
served so laboriously fr©» the commencement of the '/y-[v 
war on this frontier and borne a proainent part in 
the only .great event of the war, for the benefit gt 
persons ̂ Altrtjrt Sidney Johnston and Bobert M# 
Neither of whoa has yet struck a blow for the Con-

t "• ' '• . - , four obedient servant 

, - ' • •• --it, 'I* - Johns t oh * ' 
' General 3* ' . .y 

, There can be no doubt as to Davis1 s rising wrath as he 
. v. 

•' • ! • * - ' • s , ' . 
read" the letter, but he controlled his blazing temper 'ipetaDk*'' 
: . ' ' • '• ' . 4-
ing .Johnston'with* only .a few sharp sentences! ' . • .. 

• - Siri ' I have |ust received and read your lettef: / fr-
of the 12th instant. Its language is*-as you 4."'-
unusualj its arguments and statements utterly one . • 
sidedj 'and its. insinuations as unfounded as' Htmy••#&*/• ,vf-
unbecoming* , . : " • 

I am, &c * • 
' ' 3 2 

.:: - ; Jef£*n Davis . n • •'•••• 

Davis must have been sincere in believing thj| complaint; 

without basis in law or fact. Certainly he felt feat 

Johnston displayed great ingratitude since he considered M r 

31 • . 1 

Official Records. Series IV, I, 605-8« For Bavis's 
argument in support of his recommendations see gifij 
VIII, m m & M * 

320ffi.cial Igsssd&i Series "tVl'
iT,1 611* 

-hi'.(4 

• •>% - ;f;4, 
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efforts had won Johnston the appointment as quartermaster 

31 

general in the old array, Davis also held that Johnston's 

position of brigadier in the old array was simply staff, and 

did not entitle his to comaand troops without speoial assign-1 

meatj and therefore Inferred that by reason of this Cooper, 

A. S* Johnston and Lee all outranked him* Perhaps there was 

some justification for assuming that Albert Sidney Johnston : 

outranked J, 1. Johnston. A# S* Johnston was acting 

brigadier-general by brevet, dated November 1§, 1855, the saae 

date that J. 2* Johnston and R. E* Lee were made lieutenant* 

colonels. Even so, A# S. Johnston also held a staff position* 

®tiis would appear to have no legal significance, however, 

since the Confederate statute had not drawn a line between ' 

staff and other officers of the old army who night resign*. >. 

J* E» Johnston and B* 1# Lee did receive their rank as 

lieutenant-colonels on the same date, of the first and second, 

cavalry respectively^ but Johnston was promoted to the rank 

of brigadier and quartermaster-general, June 28, i860* L m 

33 ? ' 
See the Dam* Papers» VIII, 257* Johnston's friends main-

tained that Davis deserved no credit for Johnston's appointment, 
since he had given his support to Albert Sidney Johnston'until 
Secretary of War John B. Floyd secured the nomination for J*E* 
Johnston. Davis claimed to have spoken for two hours -against 
serious opposition to get J* E* Johnston's nomination approved 
by the Senate* Varina Davis, £g* alt* * XI, 150, 1J6, The • ? 
Johnston faction contended ihat gratitude'was due to Flojd,who 
procured the. place of Johnston, whose niece was F&oyd1 s adopted 
daughter* See Freeman, M&lM BSBSmiatei 115* ®tghe'&.j 
M * clt« p* 3°• 
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Mas only lieutenant-colonel when he resigned, though it is 

true that he had been nominated as colonel about a month be-
3^ 

fore, but the Senate had not confirmed Ma* 

During the Mexican War, Johnston vat Heutenant^eolcmei' 

of volunteers, two grades above Lee, who was then "but captain 

of engineers# If merit based on service had been considered 

in appointments, J• E* Johnston must have inevitably headed 

the list, for his energy and ability had largely contributed 

to the winning of the first battle of Bull Run at a date - -

when Lee was hardly known outside Richmond and before A. S, 

Johnston had entered active service* President Davis was in-

fluenced by an obstinate personal favoritism when he acted 

upon the assumption that Cooper, A* 8# Johnston outranked 

Joseph E« Johnston# 

Johnston did not reply to feavis's letter, but chose t o -

ignore it* However, he never forgave Davis for what he con?»: '̂ 

sidered a grom example of personal injustice, and from that 

time on he was a completely different man in dealing with the 

President# This quarrel completely blackened his mind toward 

the chief Executive, and the two never worked in complete -

accord from that day forward« ' w 

see t m & M m M M m l m l i m m k * 99$ 
William Preston Johnston, JAfe Qf Mfekl raflttML . 
Johnston, pp. 183-195, 223-W, 2^9~25d| Freeman, £• igft# 
., 3^9-359, 39^~W1. 
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The situation was further complicated by Davis*a naming 

35 

Judah P, Benjamin as Secretary o f War* Benjamin, an 

English Jew, e x h i b i t e d a mizid noted f o r its quickness. He vat 

extremely loyal to Davis, and would not tolerate any argu-

ment by the generals in the field in regard to the wishes of 

the Confederate President, Benjamin was so brilliant in his 

reasoning and so precise in his l o g i c that he often angered 

other men by making them seem clumsy. Pven after Devis's 

sharp reply to Johnston's protest concerning his seniority, 

Benjamin fanned the flames of b e l l i g e r e n c y between the two 

by attempting to make the general look ridiculous in official 
36 

correspondence# There was no general in the field who cam© 

to abhor Secretary Benjamin more than General Johnston# 

Another unpleasantness arose between Johnston and the 

President when on September 30, Davis visited Johnston's 

headquarters to discuss the possibility of an invasion of 

Maryland• Johnston was apparently willing to attempt such 

an invasion with an army of sixty thousand men, but the 

President professed to be unable to reinforce the army to 

that extent.37 Johnston later used this point to accuse Davii 
XK 
Official Records* Series IV, X, 600, 602-3» 957. 

36)ffici 1 d V 090 

37 
See •Official Records. ¥, 88*fj J M j i ffffiffjj-i VIII, 

506-12, 192-93, W » Davis, M m § M 
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of never being willing to supply him with a force sufficient 

for aggressive action. It Is highly improbable, however, 

that Johnston was anxious to invade Maryland, Four weeks 

later his effective force was if?, 200, and on December 31»1861, 

57|337» yet he made no offensive jjiovement• 

President Davis greatly favored the organization of the 

army into brigades by states to build up ft pride In unit 

ar.ong the troops. Johnston, however, delayed in the organisa-

tion suggested by Davis, and the latter became greatly . , 
38 

irritated* Coupled with this pressure from the Executive 

was Benjamin's constant Interference with army movements, 

which incensed the General. Secretary Benjamin insisted in 

Ignoring proper channels of communication, and sent orders • 

directly to subordinates, rather than through the office of 

the commanding general. Johnston made this request of 

Benjamin on January 8, 1862: 
The rules of military correspondence require that 

letters addressed to you pass through my office. Let 
me ask, for the sake of discipline, that you have this 
rule enforced. It will save much time and trouble, and 
create the belief in the Army that I am its commander, 
and, moreover, will enable you to see both sides of e very 
case (the railitary and the personal at once),39 

Meantime, Johnston's command suffered greatly from mount-

ing internal problems and conflicts with Richmond, On 

38 
Johnston's P• ?8j MXMUl M&SPjM* V, 913* 

39 
• " ~ V, 1058-1059. 
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December 27 > 1861, one of Johnston's commanders, Major William 

Henry Whiting, was threatened with demotion by the Davis 

government for rejecting command of Mississippi troops 

When Johnston defended his subordinates, this precipitated 

another conflict with Benjamin* During this controversy 

Johnston received a severe rebuke from Benjamin for forvard-

ing letters of subordinates to M s office that had "so ob-

vious a tendency to e ycite a mutinous and disorganizing 

spirit in the army*" General Johnston was also constantly 

faced with the vexation of being deprived of his trained of-

ficers. One coraraander, Major General Earl Van Born, was 

ordered to the v / e s t e r n Theatre on January 10, 1862, because 

k2 
of a controversy over his relative rank. General Beauregard 

1+3 

had been sent to Kentucky, Brigadier General E. Kirby Smith* 

one of Johnston's best officers, was relieved of command on 
I 

February 15 in order that he might be assigned elsewhere. 

During these months there was also a bitter clash between -

General "Stonewall* Jackson and Major General W, W* Loring 
JxA 

Official Records* V, 1011-12, 1020,1028$ XI, Ft, 3, p.5**7. 

5sl 
Ibid*> V, 1012# Strangely enough, on this occasion, 

Johnston calmly assumed the blame and apologized, saying 
Whiting's pride and service to the army, Ibid.r pp. 1015-16, 

k2 
Ibid., pp. 922, 93^-5, 950, 95^, 960-61, 102?. 

|# ' 

Ibid.f p. 1051. .. IIM** PP* 393-9**-, 103**, 1039.-
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that reached its climax the first week in .February. John-

ston himself was continuously engaged in hot exchanges with 
Benjamin over the details and the enforcement of the "Fur-* * * 

l|6 

lough and Bounty Act." 

Coupled with this long* line of internal controversies 

and vexations, Johnston was also faced with the possibility 

of an attack b; Union forces under the command of Major • 

General George B# McClellan. 

On February 19, Johnston was summoned to Richmond. He 

arrived early on the 20th and found the city in an atmosphere 

k5 
L.s P. 1073. 

^6 •' 
This extraordinary law had been passed on December •, 

11, 1861, as a means of assuring the re-enlistment of twelve- v 
month1s volunteers whose terms expired in the late winter and 
early spring* A bounty of fifty dollars and a furlough of 
sixty days were promised to all enlisted men and noncom-
missioned officers who agreed to serve for the duration of the 
war to a maximum of three years. Johnston had believed the 
leaves of absence would stimulate re-enlistcent, but at the ; 
same time he wanted to limit the furloughs issued in each com-
Hand to maintain the army at defensive strength,, Benjamin 
seemed ietermined to issue additional furloughs and even trans* 
fer troops from one arm of the service to another without 
Johnston's consent« lbi.cU, pp* 97^» 1037, 1057• This act also 
permitted companies and regiments., when re-enlisting, to elect 
their own officers. Objection to this principle was voiced by 
Johnston SAD others, but Davis held steadfastly to it. DJU&L 
Papers. IX, 5*+3. The result was that many officers, in- ' 
eluding West point graduates* were rejected because of the 
strictness of their discipline, 
June 15, l86l» 

k? 
M m m M S 1Q77» 
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k$ 

of gloom and despair* The general vaa ushered in and 

greetings were formally exchanged# The President conferred 

with Johnston concerning the withdrawal of his army from its 

exposed position# The question was a delicate one, but it 

was discussed in the strict secrecy of a cabinet meeting. How-

ever, nothing substantial developed tmm the wordy present®* 

tioa of various opinions, and Johnston received no specific 

orders other than, that he should lead the Army southward to . . 
a more secure position when he considered such a movement 

Uo 

practical* ; 

The next morning Johnston had not gone twenty miles on -

tii® train, £& to Manassas before he heard from a f riend 

that the cabinet wan considering the removal of cConfeder&te 

fogies from ftaassas» itaee this friend ma quite de&f# • • 
• • HB ' ' • : 

jnhnmtnn* m.- ftermtiva. p, 96. Disasters had swept the , , 
Confederacy# Fort' HtSrySan Fort Donaldson had surrendered*, 
•Hashville was expected to fall at any hour. Albert Sidney 
Johnston was in retreat at' Murfreesboro, Hand all, m * 
p# 279• General A*l# Burnsid© had occupied Roanoke Island • • 
and had captured more than 2500 men* Official tecerAg.. IX. -116* 

^9 • 
: Johnston's Harrative. tu 96.President Davis subsequently 

stated tit d u A ^ I K coSlrlnce he had asked Johnston to what 
line the retreat would be conducted when it became practicable. 
Johnston "declared himself ignorant of the topography of the 
country in his rear." Davis, commented* *This confession was a 
great shock to my confidence in hist* i'hat a general should 
have selected a line which he himself considered untenable* and 
should not have ascertained the topography of the country in 
his rear was inexplicable on any other theory than that he had 
neglected the primary duty of a commander.* ggliff PftP&fct; 
VI, ksik* See also Davis # Bift i M £lU fi£ 
£mias§&i» *> W2»k63* 
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jo 

Johnston was sure the news was given him deliberately. 

Johnston was greatly alarmed to discover how readily 

secrets of military importance were allowed to teak out of 

Richmond, and probably for that reason became excessively re-

served in M s dealings with the President and the War Depart*' 

sent* Prom this day forward, he was the most uncommunicative 

of • all the senior dt fleers with whom the President had to -deal* 

General Johnston's subsequent withdrawal from Ifemssss 

was plagued with bewilderment and calamities.. Both Johnston' 

and Davis feared McClellan might maneuver the Manassas Asmy 

out of position before preparations were completed to retreat * 

Davis, however, did have some hopes of offensive action on • •• 

Johnston*s part, but he was equally insistent that HiehmoaA .. 

be protected at all times# The expression of these apparent 

contradictions only confused Johnston even more as to the 
51 

wishes of the executive# 'The Confederates had vast stores 

of surplus materials at Manassas, and Johnston was faced with 

the problem of moving them# 

In spite of the heavy responsibility resting upon his 

shoulders, Johnston took time to pursue his controversy with 

Benjamin, On this occasion Davis attempted to safe-guard 

Johnston1® authority, but wrote of Benjamin* f*He has complained 
50 

51 

ita&l&xa* p» 97* 

L&l MmsMf *o8lf» 
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that M s orders are not executed, and 1 regret that he has 

been able to present to Me so many instances to justify that 

complaint, which were in nowise the invasion of your pre-
52 

rogative as a commander in the field." 

On March 5 th news of "unusual activity" among the Federal 

troops reached Johnston's camp, and the general issued orders 

for iaaaediate withdrawal back to the line of the Rappahannock 
53 

Hiver. Some of Johnston's commanders were not informed of 

the withdrawal or told what to do with the troops or heavy 
5^ 

guns** Neither the President nor the Secretary of War was 

advised when the movement would begin or what the lines of 

retreat would be. There was unnecessary destruction of 

large quantities of greatly needed stores which was more 

provoking to Davis because of the slowness of the Federal 

advance in Johnston1s direction.^ Johnston found himself 
56 

in the position of fleeing when he was not being pursued. 
Ibid., p. 1089. Johnston1s larrative. p.102. 

Official Regioi'fl.s. LI, Pt.2, p. k97* Hains had left 
Horthern VlrglMa extremely iirnady for troop movement. Ibid.r 
V, 10?9. 

55 
^ '^Johnston*3 flarratlve^p. 1 1 > 
W|; 2|£Z^Tas2E!iat . *• a. w , 10 , , 

56 
Davis Papers. VIII, l8?» It was fortunate for John-

ston that public attention was diverted from land action to 
the exploits of the iron-clad Merrimac. Handall, m * SiXX*t57°* 
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Prom the tiae he left Manassas, Johnston did not send a 

single report to the War Department until he was safely on 

the line of the R&pahannoek. On March 10th, Davisf be-

lieving Johnston still at Manassas, telegraphed* "Further 

assurance given to rae this day that you shall be promptly 

and adequately re-enforced, so as to enable you to maintain 

your position and resume first policy when the roads will 
57 

permit." Deliberate silence concerning his position cost 

Johnston the receipt of this message. Needless to say, the 

President cherished this incident as another count in his in* : 

58 

difstment against General Johnston* 

The first report Davis had from Johnston was dated 

March 13th after the General was safely in position on the 
59 

Rappahannock# The President's reply contained more evidence 

of sarcasm than of angert" fTis true 1 have had aany and 

alarming reports of great destruction of aaomnition, camp 

equipage, and provisions, indicating precipitate retreat; but, 

having heard of no cause for such a sudden movement, 1 was at 
6G 

a loss to believe it»n 
57 

tegxis? v, 1096. 

58 
M i gftaayju VI» ^ 2 . 

59 
Official Records. U , it. 2, pp. 1073-7V. 

60 
Ibid.f V, 527-28. 
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On the twelfth of March Johnston conferred again with 

the President* Evidently nothing vas said concerning 

Johnston's hasty withdrawal from Manassas or the loss of 

stores, Davis designated the general to direct the military 

and naval preparations within the Departments of Bbrfolk and 

the Peninsula which were "embraced for the present within the 
61 

limits of operations of the Army of Northern Virginia»rt 

Johnston was now in command of the Confederate's largest army. 

The month of March was a happy one for General Johnston# 

He now felt—and rightfully so—that he possessed the most 

responsible command in the Confederate Array. Then, on March 

17, Davis yielded to the clamor against Benjamin as Secretary 
6a 

of War, and promoted M m to the office of Secretary of Stat®# 

Also, the President removed Robert E. Lee from his com-

mand in South Carolina and placed his in general charge of 

military operations. This appointment, at a tine when Davis 

and Johnston had reached a critical period of misunderstand-

ing, provided Johnston with the knowledge, at least, that one 

who respected hi® as a commander would be dealing with hi® 

and his army. It is quite likely that Johnston disliked the 

61 
Ibid.. XX, Pt., 3, p. ̂ 83. 

62 
Ibid.T Series IV, I, 1005* 

63 
Freeman, fi. £• Lee. II, *f» 
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prospect of talcing orders through Lee, since he felt that 

he outranked hii*$ but anyone was better than Benjamin or 

Davis, The new Secretary of War, George ¥* Randolph, utilized 

the machinery of the Department and employed Lee substan-

tially as Chief of Staff. It even appeared for a short while 

that Johnston and Davis might ge able to soothe their ruffled 

relations, for the new arrangement even "enabled the military 
6k 

officers to reestablish the discipline of the Army." Thus 

Johnston faced M s task of protecting Richmond with the pros-

pect of at least Halted interference from the President# 

Despite signs of harmony, however, many new causes of 

dissatisfaction on both sides occurred during Johnston's 

fens© of the oapitol# The President lacked confidence in 

Johnston1s abilities as a commander, a fact which continued 

to incense the General; but Davis was inclined to accept 

Johnston's broad plan of operations. Johnston centered his 

plan on a general concentration of his forces. He considered 

this the only method by which he could hope to control such a 

vast military organization. Johnston maintainedi MIf this 

cowmand Includes the Department of Northern Virginia still, 

this Army of the North is part of lt| if not, my position 

should be defined anew*"^ Johnston wanted to concentrate 

m 
Johnston** I f i m M m P- 108• 

65 _ 
• Lj XI, Pt. 3, P* 
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all available forces clone to Richmond under M s personal 

direction, regard no position in front of Richmond as fixed) 

retreat and! maneuver as necessity and movements of the enemy 

demanded it, and then strike in a mighty all-out attack when 

the opportunity presented itself. Johnston determined that 

the essentials of this plan vere concentration, unity of com-

mand, proper leadership on the part of subordinate eosagjadersj 

freedom of action, and, of course, secrecy. In these prin-

ciples Davis was in complete accord, but he doubted if 

Johnston had the teapereraent to Justify him In trusting the 

general without reservation in a campaign on which the fate 

of the Confederacy depended. Sine© Davis did not -believe 

Johnston was capable of the cotimridj he should have removed 

Mis| or, if he were going to allow the general to conduct 

the campaign, he should not have continually interfered* 

The President complained that Johnston was too silent 

and reserved in his plans§ and, after having approved hi3 

plan of action, he attempted to prevent Johnston from car-

rying it out by overruling the general's wish to abandon the 

lower peninsula in order to effect the concentration of lis 

troops. Naturally Johnston resented Davis'e unwarranted 

change of attitude; but he was even more inflamed against the 

President when the latter displayed doubt as to whether or not 

66 
Johnston himself believed he could hold Richmond# 

66 
Davis, Bl-se and Fallt II, 120. 



Yarina Davis, living In Richmond during these troubled 

months, was busy running a house for a nation's president 

and exerted an humble effort to adjust herself to the new 

conditions that new shrouded the southern capital without 

becoming too involved in her husband's affairs. Ilouever, • 

che was avare of the bitter feeling between the President and 

General Johnston, and was becoming increasingly disturbed 

concerning the lines of opposition that were hardening 

against her husband. Mr?. Joseph,Johnston, also living in 

Pdchmond, added to Mrs* Pavis's annoyance^and anxiety by 

publicly describing the First Lady as a "western belle* and 

a "western woman." Someone else :added a "coarse" to the 

"western woman" and, all in all, Mrs, Favis became greatly 
67 

embittered against Mrs. Johnston# ' Whether or not this? 

line of events affected ravis's relations with Johnston is 

debatable, but certainly such existing conditions did not 

add to Davis's love for the general# 

Meanwhile, amid military movements of no great ccaa-

plexity, the President and General Johnston exchanged 

67 
Clifford Dovdey, Experiment 4a Hebellion. p. 220« 

Mrs. Burton Harrison, Recollectioaa Grave jpi, Gay. p» I5*f» 
Mrs. farina Davis could never be called pretty. The most 
flattering of the historians have referred to her merely 
as "couely," "handsome," "portly.* and even as "well-
dressed." but never as "beautiful*" 
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68 
ferlst|ing correspondence over unity of command, and then had 

a sharp difference concerning -what a general In the field 

should tell his civil superior concerning hi3 pending opera** 

69 
tions. 

, Johnston retreated to almost the iruburbs of the city ef 

Richmond, leaving the Davis government in .the .dark as to his . 
68 
Official Heoorfla. XI, Pt. 3, pp. U97, 503, 501,500, 

Perhaps the oost violent encounter concerning Johnston's author!* 
ty involved Lieutenant General James Longstreet and Major Gen-
eral Gustavus W. Smith# On Hay 1st the President requested th« 
assignment -of Longstreet and Smith to command the force south of 
Fredericksburg, Ibid*, p. *fS5# Johnston did not feel that he 
could order the transfer without endangering the preservation ; 
of the organization* Ibid.. p. 503. He hotly insisted upon the 
essentiality of unity of command in order to carry out his plan 
for defending Itichaond9 Eventually, the Cuvis government up» 
held his contention concerning the subordinate generals, til® 
question of Johnston's relative authority arose twice there-
after during the campaign. One of these concerned control 
over the Department of Henrico, for which see Ibid*T p. 527. 
The other involved like control over the defensives of Drevry's 
Bluff * Lee assured Johnston that there was no question as to 
the extent of his command, IMA*? P# 53**> 

69 
pt. 3, pp?^f'"f3§»|1 ?is not©iorlhy^lhat^Johnston readily 
confided in Longstreet concerning ail aspects of his defen-
sive plan, but wrote little to Davis or Lee# As a fixed rule, 
he virtually suspended correspondence when an engagement was 
impending. Although Johnston considered himself justified in 
such measures, he carried it too far in dealing with the 
President. His silence precipitated a auacession of misunder-
standings even more serious than those that had arisen over 
unity of coisai&nd# See Davis, Hj,se and Ê jLL» II> 101-2$ 

lit and Leaders. II, 206 , 208; Official SsS2£SSi mt t. i, pp. 
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defensive plana* President Davis became very greatly 

alarmedi 

I am General Stuart and General Cobb, but as 
neither of them communicated to me any plan ef opera** 
tions, or appeared to know what troops were in front 
as we approached, I suppose neither of them could 
haw been commander la chief la that locality* My 
conclusion was that if, as reported to b@ probable, 
S@aeral Franklin, with a division, was in that 
vicinity he might easily have advanced over the 
turnpike toward if not to Richmond* 71 

The Confederate government prepared to evacuate, but 

upon th© advice of Ime remained to give Johnston an op* 

portunity to do his work* The result was the battle of 

• Fair 'Oaks on May 31, which temporarily stopped McClellan1 & 
72 ' 

advance and held the Union Army for another month# .. 

_ JteiJta* P* la8i i M ' 
XI, 208* ' 

7X ' • 
, m M I M l l 8msa&*§ *** 3f P# 536* Xb m i oo»* 

•ij lfrlptw«mtlon, Davis refers to two of Johnston* s brigade com* 
manders, Ma^or Generals Howell Cobb and' nJebn ' ; 
Stuart,' each of whoa had already distinguished himself in / 

• ' combat# General William B« Franklin was one of McClelland 
division commanders. Davis also wrote subsequently that he 

, did not know Johnston had come nearer Richmond until he 
rode out to attempt a conference. He stated that he ran 
into the Confederate artilleryalmost within the eastern 
sfcburbs of Hchmond, Davis, ftim and Fallf II, 103* 

lifter Fair Oaks McClellan prepared hit troops tixt 
a new offensive# I.ee called "Stonewall" Jackson back from 
the Shenandoah where Johnston had sent him to keep Union 

. • Armies busy in this area, and in brilliantly planned move-
ments launched a major attack against the Union focees• In 
the Seven Day#1 Battle which took place during June, He* 
Clellan was forced to retreat and re-form his troops. 
Richmond, for a short time at least, could breathe more 
freely# Randall, £&• £&£«, pp. 299-301. 
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At Fair Oaks Johnston was severely wounded, and Davis turned 

the command over to Lee, who from then on retained the co*~ 

nand of the Army of Virginia* 

After his wounding Johnston did not instantly revive any 

of his controversies with President Davis, nor did he en-

73 
courage any discontent with his successor* At least for a 

tine9 Johnston ceased to annoy the Confederate Chief Executive# 

Insomuch as Johnston had lost the confidence of the President, 

his temporary loss to the Confederacy probably had the effect 

of stiffening Confederate resistance In the eastern battle 

arjsa,# A general of ability* Johnston had fallen heir to the 

tremendous task of building a workable fighting force under 

prewar© of constant and, at times, vexatious civilian Inter-

ference* Faced with this task, Johnston's military abilities 

became submerged in a fruitless bickering over details* During 

Johnston's convalescence a friend expressed "to Johnston his 

feelings that tbs loss of the general was a calamity to the 

South* But Johnston instantly objectedI 
No, Sir! The shot that struck m down Is the very 

best that has been fired for the Southern cause yet# Br 
I possess in no degree the confidence of our government, 
and now they have in my place one who does possess It. 
and who can accomplish what I never could have done—the 
concentration of our awies for the defense of the capital 
of the Confederacy» 

*7% 
It is quite possible that Johnston viewed his successor 

with Jealous suspicion, perhaps even with dislike, but he did not 
attack Lee openly* Southern .Historical £gt&j&$Z i M M M $ 

^Freeman's L«e..*a MfiB$SSS3aiSi 
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GENERAL WITHOUT PORTFOLIO 

In the East, Union generals were 'limply outclassed by ^ 

Generals Joseph I* Johnston, Robert £* Lm and "Stonewall1* : 

Jftok*o&# 'As a result, the Confederates were initially '• 

eessful in alnost;every undertaking while the Union force# • 

accomplished In the lest, however, the situation;' .' , 

was quite different* Union generals of quality appeared , 

early5 George Henry $hoajas, Ulysses S*Orant, John Pope, and 

William T* Sherman. Unde? such eapable' leadership Union . 

progress was slow, bat it was. steady*' fhe capture of Fo*t .v 

Conelson on February 16,1862, broke the first Confed^r^t# 

"feline m defense in the West, causing the Confederates to • 
1 . '" 

e-mtsmate lashville * The Confederacy suffered an irretrier- . 

able- lesa in the death of Albert Sidney Johnston at Ehi!oht.";V, 

on April. 7, but failure of the Union army to push home iti'"'' 

victory after the'Confederate retreat from Shiloh and CoriMth 

gave Southern forces, under the mediocre command of General 

Braxton Bragg, a chance to launch a couxiter-offensive• ' 

1 
Official Records, VII, ̂ 36-Wf § M MaSS$2.» x» 

k85* 

^Randall, m * P* 283* Mlllii &A. M M M & t 

k$ 
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Gathering m army of 35,000 at Chattanooga, Bragg invaded 

Kentucky but after meeting the Union forces at Perryvill* 

on October 8, retreated toward Harrodsburg*" Forts Pillow 

and Memphis were capturedj and, at the south. Admiral David 

Farragut destroyed Confederate ships defending Km Orleans 

and sailed past the Confederate forts-to occupy'that city* . 

with the exception of Forts Hudson and Vicksburg, the His* 

sissippi River was in Union hands by the end of 1862 . 

President Davis realized the importance of the West' to the ' 

Confederacy and determined to save it. The strength of the ' 

Confederacy lay in the Cotton Kingdom s M the granaries of 

the Southwest* If this region were captured, the power of 

the South would be broken, and collapse would be inevitable*'' 
"Jt. * " ' 

• President Davis invited General Bragg to visit Hltfhmooi! 

after Perryville to sake plans for the Department of the West* 

Bragg was eager to rid • himself of all the blame for his de-

feat at Perryville, and therefore "passed the buck" to -

Brigadier General Leonidas Polk. Davis generally accepted at 

face value anything that Bragg told him, but Polk was also '• 

one of his favorites.so he summoned the latter to Richmond'to 

present his views on the causes of reversals in the western 

theatre• 

^Randall, m * clt M pp. 526-527# 

h 
For the capture of Fort Hudson see Battles and Leaders. 

Ill, 586-598. 
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Pott was not the type of man to fee frightened at • the 

fiery questions thrown at M m by Davis, and returned sharp, 

blunt answers to sharp, blunt questions. In Polk's opinion 

5 
Bragg was "wanting in the higher elements of generalship**' 

Be said flatly that Bragg had lost the confidence of his 

generals and suggested that Bragg * s command be given to 

Joseph £»•- Johnston who was recuperating from his wonds in-

flicted at Fair Oaks. r£his remark oust have stunned Davis* 

Bragg was a special pet of Davis's and certainly Johnston was 

the opposite, but evidently this suggestion did not underline 

Polk in the President's esteem for he promoted M a to lieu-
6 

tenant general# Davis was stubbornly reluctant to relieve th« 

incompetent Bragg, but eventually adopted the halfway remedial 

measure of appointing General J, E» Johnston department 

coiaiaander, with supervision over the commands of Bragg and 

Kirby Smith) and also over General Pemberton in Mississippi* 

5 
William M* folic, M m U M It M M t m S M 

158* Polk could speak freely to the President for he and Davis 
had been, and continued to be, close personal friends. Their 
friendship dated back to West Point where they had been 
classmates. 

• 6 • ' ' 

.. Marcus J. Wright, gfcttfiflgff °£ 1 M -
Armyt pp. l*f~15» line seven lieutenant generals appointed, , 
©etober 11-13, 1862, immediately confirmed by the Senate, 
were, in order of seniority# James Longstreet, E» Kirby . ' • 
Smith, Leonldas Polk, William J, Hardee. Thomas "Stonewall" 
Jackson, T» H, Holmes and John C# Pemberton* 
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Johnston always felt that he should have been reinstated 

la the Virginia command after his recovery, but accepted his 

new command without question. Public opinion was definitely 

on the general1s side and was a compelling influence in 

Davis's assignment of him to the chief command in the West* 

By this time R. E, Lm* s influence was well estab 11 shed, and 

neither Johnston nor his friends openly criticised the Bavis 

government for this action. Davis also must have realized 

that, in spite of his personal dislike, the general was too . 

valuable a man to be standing idle In Hlchraond without a 

command. 

General Bragg established his headquarters at Murfrees-

boro upon his return from Richmond, and announced his deter-

mination to "occupy Middle Tennessee in force, and if 

possible to hold for the coming winter the country between 

? 
the Cumberland and Tennessee Hivers»n General Johnston made 

hi3 temporary headquarters at Chattanooga, but spent several 
$ 

days toward the end of November Inspecting Bragg's forces. 

Johnston had hardly returned from Murfreesboro before 

he had another clash with the President* Cooper sent Johnston 

a telegram pointing out the necessity for strengthening John 

C* pemberton in Mississippi and quoted the President as 

7 

iHXIfel&i 2, p, 382, 

8 
HitiMa MM. a» , 603A, 
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wishing Johnston to send a "sufficient fore® from General 

Bragg1s command" to M s relief, Johnston informed the ad-

jutant that he was not unaware of Pemberton1 s needs but could 

not order Bragg to send reinforcements to Mississippi without 

exposing the Army of Tennessee to "inevitable defeat."^ 

Johnston had already suggested twice•before that Pemberton be 

reinforced by Creneral Theophilus K« Bolros1 amy from Arkansas * 

President Davie had no more confidence in Johnston -in M s 

new command than he had had in him during his cosscartd in the 

East, so on December 10 he showed up in Marfreesboro accompanied 

fey General §» W* 0# 3tee, Robert E* lm*s son, to inspect th«r 

army and d@ter®ine its strength for himself.* After a three-day 

inspection tour Davis and his staff went to Chattanooga and, 

instructed Johnston to order Bragg to send General C, Z>* 

Stevenson* a division, of 10,000 men to help Peraberton. Johnston 

bitterly obeyed! 

General Bragg strenuously opposed Davis*s stove which • 

greatly weakened his army, but the President was inflexible* 

Davis instructed Brags to fight if he could and then "fall 
10 

took beyond the Tennessee*'* Bragg*s a m y m e completely 

stripped of its effectiveness, but evidently the Chief 

9 
Ibid*. p* 

10 
Bon C* Seitz, Q g x S m QSMISA. 2l SkS, S M * 

P* 2 0 . 
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Executive believed the importance of saving Vlcksburg, if at 

all possible, outweighed this disadvantage* 

President Davis, accompanied by Johnston, then left 

Murfreesboro to investigate conditions on the front. Johnston 

realized that the two armies were too far apart to be managed 

effectively by one man, and also that each had individual ob-

jectives making a combination of forces impossible. As John-

ston pointed out to Davis, there was really very little he 

could do as commander of the department unless he took per-

sonal command of one or the other, but he did not think that 

necessary or advisable, Davis hotly contended that since the 

two armies wore so far apart he wanted an officer of high 

rank in a position to transfer troops from one araty to the 

other at need. The problem, as Johnston saw it, was that 

either array was already too weak to operate effectively, and 

advised that neither should be called on to strengthen the 

other. The general boldly predicted that Bavis's system would 

result in the loss of Mississippi and Tennessee, the latter 
11 

of which he referred to as "the shield of the South•w 

Johnston had presented his plan of operations earlier to 

Secretary of War Randolph when he had first been informed of 

his appointment to the Department of the West, He thought 

that Pemberton's a m y in Mississippi should be brought to Bragg 

11 
L» p. 178« 
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and the combined armies —approximately 100,000 men—could 

then effectively rid Tennessee of Ttr&on forces# He felt 

that a victory in this region would discourage Grant in 

Mississippi and cause hira to abandon his efforts against . 

ficksbtxrg*'To hold Grant at bay, Johnston had suggested for 

the first time to send General Holmes* forces into Mississippi 

since they were doing nothing in Arkansas. Randolph ordered 

Holmes across the Mississippi but the President objected, anil 

Randolph countermanded the order. Randolph's clash with the 
% 
President was one of a series of incidents that led to his 1 

12 

Resignation fro® office in October# 

k Johnston again explained his plan to President Davis 

ing their inspection of the front„ The general felt that he 

had a plan sound in every respect, but the President did not 

even take time to explain his objections to it, choosing 

rather to ignore th© fuming departmental commander*. 

Pemberton's life as a Confederate continued to be, as it 

had been, an unpleasant one* He was continually suspected 

because of his northern birth; he was lacking in polish, 

domineering, and unpopular with his underlings. In his first 

12 

See Freeman's X>efr'jB Ideuteimnt.s* 11, **20-1+22* 
The basic disagreement between Johnston and the President 
at this point concerned the importance of Tennessee, 
While Tennessee was the heart of the Confederacy, the 
President rightfully believed Dicksburg more important 
because it was the life-line of the South'# 
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coimnand in Charleston, he declared martial law, and the people 
va 

never forgave M a for M s iron rule. J His fellow officers 

also hated M a because they vere Jealous of M s rapid rise la 

rank* especially since he had not distinguished himself in 

battle anc many of his fellow officers had. Placing Peraberton 
Xh 

ia comraand In Mississippi was one of Davis *s ma 3 or mistakes. 

Grant made a number of vain attempts to take Vlck&targ 

by frontal assaults, then changed M s tactics completely and 

decided to approach the city by an indirect route. Peraberten 

decided that Grant must be thinking of a march through 

Mississippi from the Etorth, so he began to assemble his force® 
15 

at Jackson to attempt to thwart Grant's move* x Grant, however* 

moved his men across the river to the west bank and wouthV32»dt 

loaded them on transports, and landed them about sixty miles 

below Vicksburg. From this point he planned to capture 

Jackson and envelop Yicfcsburg from the rear while he held the 

railroad between the two cities# 

Pemberton was soon aware of Grant's down-river movementt 

and sent & call for assistance to General Johnston, who was 

sick in bed ia fullahoma* Johnston telegraphed back that the 
13 
S&SiigA io& i s M s m t II* 717* 

1** 
Stanley F* Horn, The ^rm. g£ Tennesaeef p. 212» 

15 , 
&d4 j£ssfis£&> H I > ^-/7* 
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safety of Vlcksburg demanded that Grant fee. defeated, and or-

dered Pemberton to unite all M s strength to do It* Johnston, 

however, refused to send any assistance to Pemberton because, 

BS he explained in an endorsement on Pemberton*s letter which 

l:«a forwarded on to Kicb/nond, he could net spare reinforcements 

from Bragg*s army "without giving up Tennessee,M16 

Johnston received a wire from the War Department on 

May 9} to go to Mississippi to take chief command. Although 

the general was as yet unfit for active duty he mounted - the 

first train, for Jackson, By the time Johnston arrive#, Grant 

was making rapid headway in the direction of Vlcksburg on the 

east bank of the Mississippi* Johnston Jtiade a quick survey 

of the situation and on May 13 telegraphed Secretary of-War • , 
1? 

James A Seddon who had replaced Randolphs' "The enemy.is in 

force between here and Vicksburg* Coa-mml cation Is cut off. 
IS 

X am too late." 

Johnston realized the only chance for success was to 

unite Pemberton1s troops with those reinforcements which the . 

16 
Johnston's narrative* p. 130. 

17 
Wright, gg» &££«» P« 255. See Official Records. 

Series IV, II, 1 0 S e d d o a was not nominated formally to 
the Senate until January 15, 1863 • See ~ 
Series IV, II, 358. 

18 
p.•181.• 
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Confederate authorities were frantically attempting to as* 

Bumble at Jackson. Johnston ordered Pemberton to attack the 

advance corps of the Union forces at Clinton while he attacked 

fro® the Jackson side is an effort to e stabllsh comaunication 

between them* Peaberton sent a dispatch to Johnston to the 

effect that he would carry out M s orders, but hesitated to 

move> evidently not in agreement with the order. At aay rate, 

Penberton's unwillingness or inability to attack aade John-

ston's stay in Jackson impossible. He removed all the stores 

to lavety and withdrew from Clinton, permitting Sherman to 
19 

occupy Jackson almost unopposed. 

Eventually, Peaberton got under way on the 15th* He re-

ceived another dispatch fro® Johnston again trying to effect 

a consolidation of forces, and again Peaberton replied that 

he would obey at once* Still, it was several hours before 

Peaberton moved, during which tine Grant attacked * Peabertoa* 8 

forces were defeated at Champions Hill and retreated hastily 

to the Big Black liver# Two days later, Grant hit Peaberton 

again in the vicinity of the River, and this tine Peaberton 
20 

withdrew to the Vicksburg defenses# 

19 
For General Pemberton's side of the campaign, see 

John C* Pemberton, Pemberton. Defender BsteMESt VP* 
179-221+, 

20 
Sae Official RgwrtS, XXI?, 269. 
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Johns ton realized that Peaberton had placed himself 

la a trap and ordered him to pull out of the town iisrodiately 

in order to prevent the loss of both the tow and the army. 

Psmberton again decided to disobey Johnston*s orders and 

again M s decision was fatal* Grant's amy completely in-

Tested the city and Peaberton's doo® was sealed* 

Johnston was near Vicksburg ©agar to rescue Pemberton 

hut uncertain m to how to go about it. On May If John-

ston wrote his these lines of encouragements nI a» trying 

to gather a fore® which my attempt to relief® you# Hold 
21 

out** the two Confederate generals kept up an interchange 

of communications, most of which were read by Grant in 

transit because of a treacherous courier* 

While trying desperately to work out some plan to save 

Pemberton1s valuable army, and, if possible Vidkaburg, 

Johnston kept in touch with Davis and Seddon. Johnston 

maintained that Grant had 60,000 men against which he had 

only 23,000, and appealed for reinforcements. Davis in-

sisted that Johnston was mistaken, for according to the 

Secretary of War he had 3^*00© instead of the 23,000 which 

he reported. Bickering between Johnston and Richmond con-

tinued until Seddin flatly told Johnston that he could have 

no store troops• Davis also urged Johnston to attack, despite 

21 
Official Records. XXIV, Pt. 3 , p. 89a. 
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M s Inferior ouabers. Johnston replied that this was im-

practicable for Grant1i position was naturally strong and 

¥©11 entrenched • Johns ton also wisely explained that If lit 

were to attack and were defeated, the Black River would cut 
, 22 

off his retreat* 

Seddon and Johnston exchanged telegrams during this 

critical period In which Seddon attempted to give Johnston a 

lecture pertaining to his duties as a departmental commander. 

Johnston, however, realized the value of Vickaburg and de-

termined to do his best to save it. But he refused to move 

until necessary supplies and wagons arrived, much to the 

anger of Davis who continued to urge immediate action. On 

June 29, having finally received the necessary supplies and ' 

wagons, Johnston moved his army toward the Big Black in hope* 

of breaking Grant*s lines. Johnston explaineds "This ex-

pedition was not undertaken in the wild spirit that dictated 

the dispatches fro® the War Department of the 16th and 21st 

©f June. I did not indulge in the sentiment that it was 

better for m to waste the lives and blood of brave soldiers 
23 

than, through prudence even, to spare them," 

Johnston sent out patrols the first three days of July 

gathering information concerning Grant*s position, eventually 

concluding that an attack from this quarter had no chance of 
22 23 
M m F*. 90**. Johnston*s P. 203» 
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success, So, Johnston laid his plans I first, he planned t© 

march on the morning of July 5 southward to create a diversion} 

then, Pemberton was to attack the same instant that he sent 

his forces against Grant'a lines hoping that Itaribevton could 

cut his way through the Union lines and eventually merge his 

forces with the departmental commander's troops# Then together^ 

the unified command would he in a position to combat Grant on 

semi-equal terms* Certainly there was much room for the ludk 

element in Johnston*is plan, but under the circumstances it 

was porbably the best that any eottnaiader could have devised* 

However, Johnston never had the opportunity to put his plan 

into operation, for, the courier had hardly left Johnston*s 

camp en•route to Femherton with the plan, before news emm 

2k 

that it was all over. 

In capitulating at Vlcksburg, Pemberton surrendered 

31,000 men, 172 cannon and 60,000 muskets• At Port Hudson* 

a short distance below Vicksburg and dependent on it, General 

Prank Gardner surrendered on July 9, losing 6,300 men, 51 

guns and 7,500 small arms to the Union forces# In the campaign 

leading up to the surrender, Grant had suffered a total loss 

of 9,362 men; 1,51^ killed, 7,395 wounded and *f53 missing, 

SasaEto, xxiv, pt. b. g, 982. 
a sua lsaflsza. 1 1 1 > ̂ 2 . See also, Battles 
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leafing M a about 75,000 effective fighting ®en«2^ 

When Johnston received the news* he fell, beck to Jackson 

to take a position in the field works that had been erected 

by Pemberton. On July 9 General Sherman arrived to give 

battle, but rather than attacking as Johnston had expected, 

he settled down to a. siege of Confederate emplacements. The 

next few days saw occasional skirmishes and oil© attempt to . 

assault Johnston's defensives, but the latter was easily 

driven off* Sherman outnumbered Johnston, so Johnston • 

quietly slipped away on the night .of July 16th and retreat# 

to Morton*, Sherman did not pursue hia, but burned Jackion 

•and returned to Vlcksburg* Johnston received a telegram 

from Richmond on July 23 which relieved him of command of 
3M> 

the Department of Tennessee# What Davis had greatly feared 

was at last a reality* the Union controlled the Mississippi 

River, . . • . • , . '•;/ 

Although General Johnston's removal as departmental .. 

commander has been construed as a rebuke, it must be noted 

that the general was not shelved but rather.given formal . • . 

'^Hora, m* &XX*t P* 219« The surrender of Vlcksburg 
was a shattering blew to the .Confederate cause• Aside from 
the loss of troops and material, serious enough, it cut the 
Confederacy-'in two* Jhe moral effect-was even • greater than-
the physical results. Coming almost simultaneously with the 
news of Gettysburg, it reinspired the drooping spirit of tt» 
North and correspondingly depressed the South. Freeman, lUi.» 
£ftft,:Xn, B2"lb?i' PP* 

26 I 

Official mSBSZ&t ***», "•> P» 1 0 <*' 
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instructions to assume immediate command of the army ia 

Mississippi# However, Johnston received a letter from the 

President soon after M s arrival at Morton strongly censuring 
27 

much of his recent military conduct» Johnston made a long 

and spirited reply, attempting to defend himself against the 

President * s accusations. The whole affair eventually was 

aired before the Confederate Congress, and even though no 

definite conclusions were reached, the relations between 
28 

Davis and the general were not Improved by the affair* 

Mississlppians, as a rule, were proud of their favorite 

son and were prone to lay blame on General Johnston. Davis 

was flooded with letters of disapproval of his recent action 

of placing the erring Johnston in command of the Mississippi 

Army* President Davis laid all the blame for failure on the 

generalfs shoulders, but promised to change the command in 

his native state when the move was practical. Johnston, was 

not able to defend himself against the biased rebuke hurled 

at him, so he remained silent# 

Meanwhile, Bragg, on December 31 and January 2, had 

engaged General William Starke Hosecrans (who had succeed** 

General Buell) at Murfreesboro in several serious encounters 

27 
im*t p» im* -

28 
7105 Horn, £B. $&•» p. 220. 
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which forced the unfortunate Confederate general Back to 

Chattanooga# Bragg had had reasonable success at first 

against Rosecran3, and had made the mist alee of reporting to 

Davis a partial victory as a great- victory which- the Presi-

dent had accepted as a total defeat for the Union forces la 

Tennessee * Then when news arrived of Bragg*s withdrawal to' 

Chattanooga, an uproar resulted• The Confederate newspapers 

2Q 

were also filled with unrestrained censure of Bragg« ' These 

barbed comments greatly offended the haggard general who had 

honestly done his best both at Perryville and Murfreesboro» 

When Davis was again reminded that Bragg1s officers had 

lost their confidence in the commander, the question of Bragg•s 
10 

removal was again raised* Polk wrote the President a-lettw 

in which he again expressed his confidence in Joseph -1*- .Jofcft* 

stont rt*- f opinion is he^ragjg7 had better be transferred 

• * « * X think-tod' that the best thing to be done in •, .. 
29 
Even if Bragg did not read the newspapers he could not 

have escaped knowledge of the low esteem which the country held 
for him. One day while riding-on the road near Tullahoma he 
mi a fellow southerner, dressed in battered blue jeans, of 
-whom he asked the way, ' Then, since the Army of Tennessee w m 
not clothed in regulation Confederate gray* lt-eut«"t& the 
general's- mind that this might be one of his own men. 
Bragg therefore asked the man if he were a member of '•Bragg^ 
amy.1' "Bragg*a army?* screaaed the; southerner, "Bragg*s got 
no array* • Be shot half of them himself in Kentucy, and the 
Yankees killed the other half of them up at Murfraesboro*" ,S#e 
Horn, fig. P. 222j Battles i M toIII, 609. 

30 ; - -
' stOsasl SssmSsi xxnx, pt* 2, p. 613# 
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supplying M s place would be to give his aoasmand to General 

Joseph B* Johnston** Then Polk added, "He will cure all dis-

content and inspire the army with new life and confidence. 

He is here on the spot, and I am sure he will he content to 
31 

take it,* 

General Johnston was engaged in inspecting the works at 

Mobile on January 22 when he was ordered by Pa vis to Kurfrees-

tioro to investigate the dissatisfaction with Bragg's leader-

ship and to ascertain whether he had so far last the Confidence 

of the army as to necessitate his removal# Johnston devoted 

three weeks to the investigation, but was at a loss as to what 

to do. Because of his ruffled relations with the President, 

he feared his criticism of Bragg might renew his controversy 

with the Executive. Also, Johnston's fellow officers might 

consider such criticism a bid on the general's part for 
32 

Bragg's position as commander of the Army of Tennessee* 

Johnston wrote on February 3 advising against Bragg]s re-

moval because "the men were in high spirits and as ready as 

ever to fight, such a condition seeming to be incompatible 

with the alleged lack of confidence in their general's 

ability*" Johnston also expressed his own opinion that 

Bragg's recent operations had been conducted with "evidence 

31 
Ibidv XX, 693„ 

32 
JZATOASGIIU P* 62* 
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of great vigor and skill," Johnston closed by pointing out 

that "should it appear to you necessary to remove General • 

Bragg, no one in this army or engaged in thin investigation 
33 

ought to be his successor*11 

On February 12 Johnston wrote the President after again 

having inspected the whole army and .reported that the mm mm 

"well clothed, healthy and in good spirits," giving *positive 

evidence of Bragg'a capacity to command." Then Johnston con-

tinued : "The operations of this array in Middle Tennessee 

have been conducted admirably, I can find no record of more 

effective fighting in modern battles than that of this army 

in December, evincing skill in the commander and courage in 

the troops." Johnston then repeated his belief that Bragg 
$+ 

should not be removed at all. 

President Davis expressed gratification for this com-

mendation of Bragg, but depreciated Johnston's unwillingness 

to serve in Bragg's stead. The President informed Johnston^ 

"Torn shall not be urged by me to any course which would wound 

your sensibility or views of professional propriety," but 

pointed out "• . • how small is the field of selection if & 

new man is to be sought whose rank is superior to that of the 
35 

lieutenant generals now in Tennessee." 

33 
Official Recordsf XXXIII, Pt. 2, p. 62^. 

3}+ 35. 
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Johnston considered the whole affair settled and re-

turned to Mobile to continue his inspection tour# However, 

on March 9 he was ordered by Secretary Seddon to direct 

General Bragg t© report to the War Department at fliehaond, 

and to go himself t© Itiliahoma and as sua® command of the ariay* 

Johnston went to Tullahoma as directed tout found Bragg greatly 

grieved over the condition of his wife who was supposed to 

he near the point of death* Johnston considerately refrained 

from mentioning the War Department's order, hut temporarily 

assumed command while Bragg devoted himself to the rtstorn* 

tlon of his life's health* By the time Mrs# Bragg regained 

her health, Johnston was too ill to serve actively in the 
l6 

field so Bragg continued his command# 

General Polk, holding to his strong conviction that 

.Bragg was incapable for active leadership, continued urging 

President Davis to place Johnston at the head of the Army of 
3? 

fennessee. Since Davis had a natural aversion to advice, 

it can be safely stated that the President resented Polk's 

letter. At any rate, he made no move to follow his advice* 

The action later taken at Dalton may have grown out of Polk's 

letter, but there is nothing to indicate that Davis did not 

merely follow his own decisions which he held so highly, 

36 
S a m m § M M M m j l , m # *77. 

^Official Raoorda.xmn. 729. 
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ttnder ordinary clrourastances the barest hint of want of con-

fidence in a commander would furnish compelling reason for 

resignation, tat Bragg continued in his position even though 

he was openly distrusted by his subordinates• 

On September 9 Rosecrans was successful in occupying 

Chattanooga and Bragg was forced to retreat. A reinforced 

Bragg met Rosecrans's pursuit, however, and two bitter days 

were spent forcing the Union army back at Chlckamauga. The 

terrific casualties sustained in these battles can be Illus-

trated by the fact that the Confederates at Chlckamauga lost 

19}500 In killed, wounded and captured and the Union army 
38 

16,000. Following the TTnlon army back to Chattanooga, tti® 

Confederates fortified Missionary Sldge and Lookout Mountain 

and prepared to lay siege. On October 23 > however, Grant was 

given command of the Department of the West, removed Hosecrana 

and placed General George H* Thomas—who had proved his valor 

at Chlckamauga—in command of the TTnlon forces opposing Bragg. 

Grant then began operations to break the Confederate line# In 

a month Grant was ready for the final stroke* In the last 

days of November the Confederates were driven from both 

Missionary Hldge and Lookout Mountain In spectacular battles. 
3 9 

and the Union army was left unmolested InChattanooga. The 

second great strategic point In the Confederacy was now in 

Union hands* 
38 ' " ' 3 9 
Henry, ££» ail#, PP*30^-15. I&d«t P* 325« 
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At last, Bragg, faced with complete defeat, asked to be 
kO 

relieved of M s command. Cooper on lovember 30 complied with 

tiie request and placed Lieutenant General William J. Hardee, 

the officer next in rank and present for duty, in command of 

the Anaj of Tennessee. Just what to do with an officer of 

Bragg's high rank became a problem, President Davis solved 

it, however, by moving M m upstairs to the post of military 

auvisor to the President, where he acted as a sort of chief 

kl 

of staff, Johnston, always a close friend of Bragg, did 

not react favorably to the idea of suddenly taking orders 

from a general formerly his subordinate# 

General Folk was convinced that no general was more 

capable for the command than Johnston. Polk again wrote 

Davis that he thought the command should go to General 

Johnston* 
"ahen there is so general a desire on the part of 

the army and the country as there is to have General 
Johns4>on placed in that coamand. a part of your duty 
seems to your triend to be to yield to this general 
desire, that those whose all is staked upon the issue 
may have something to say as to the hand in which it 
shall be saved or lost, \2 

Official JtefiMTflat XXXI, Pt, 2, p, 682} 1*32, 
Ft, 2, pp. 567, W * 

Jones, A S M rnz piAia MtoJ&t P' J|7i SfUsi 
Becord.g» XXXI, Pt, 3, p. 765; ikaU £&fit£ft* TOI, 3>l* 

'Va 
££CisMi Pecoxdg, XXI, Pt, 3, P* 796. 
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Secretary of War Seddon also thought Johnston should be 

given the conanand, but the majority of the cabinet at first 

opposed It, Seddon was distrustful of Johnston'stendencies 

to defensive strategy, and agreed with Davis that he had not 

shewn aggressiveness in Mississippi. As one IUUQS after another 

was brought up and debated fey the cabinet, It became evident 

that Johnston was the best man available* The majority of the 

cabinet decided on Johnston and Pavis reluctantly concurred, 

although he manifested "doubt and misgiving to the end." 

Hoping that Johnston could overcome his natural inclination 

for the defensive, President, Davis elevated Joseph I# 

Johnston to the eommM of the Army of Tennessee* 



CHAPTER X? 

4 QUESTION OF STRATEGY 

On December 2, 1863, following the defeat of the Anay 

of Tennessee by the Union forces under to eoimand of General 

U* S* Grant and the loss of Chattanooga., General Braxton 

Bragg, who had eozomanded the array with little success sine# 

the early summer of 1862, was relieved and General William 

J"* Hardee, one of the corps commanders of the army was as* 
1 

signed to his place. General Hardee, however, declined 

permanent command, and President Davis reluctantly appointed 
„ 2 
Joseph E« Johnston to command the Army of Tennessee. 

A wire to Bolton, Mississippi, brought Johnston the 

news of M s elevation* He was to turn over the Department 

of Mississippi to General Leonidas Polk and go to Dalton 

where he would find additional instructions awaiting him, 

1 
James Longstreet, 

omeui mi, • i P* 

XXXVIII, Pt. „ 
3, p. 853* 
H, £« Lee, but he declined the assignment, Ibid*. XXXI, Pt* 3, 
pp. 785* 792. Since there was absolutely no other person 
capable of assuming the command, Davis agreed to assign John-
ston to the Army of Tennessee. Johnston had many friends who 
were glad to see M s replace Bragg, In fact, many felt that 
Davis had never given Johnston an opportunity to show his 
"true seta!,* Ibid., p* 8M*» 

70 
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disheartened•" Although the news of the rim commander did 

"restore confidence" to some extent, the organization itself 
5 

was in shambles« Also, heavy paints had Made the country un-

fit for operations and everything was at a standstill* • Yet# 

Richmond urfeed "offensive" operations! 

Johnston answered that in the short time he had been in 

command he had had little opportunity to survey the strength 

of the Union forces, but he explained that . « the duties 

of military administration you point out to me shall be at-

tended' to with diligence." Seddon was also informed by this 

letter that "this army is now far from being in condition to 
6 

*resume the offensive•** 

General Johnston then received a dispatch from the Presi-

dent himself which greatly added to his irritation* Davis wrote 

that the information which be had received about the condi-

tion of the Army of Tennessee was encouraging and "Induces me 

to hope that you will soon be able to commence active opera-
? 

tlons against the enemy»" 

5 
Horn, £fi. .£!&•• P* 301. • It should be remembered that, 

this &r®y under Bragg1s poor leadership had 3ust recently lost 
361 killed,.2,180 wounded and h9 lk€ captured or missing in 
the battle of Missionary Ridge# ' -

. Johns ton1 s jgmMSfet P. 26*f» 
•f 

7 
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Davis had sent one of MB tilts, Colonel Ives, to in-

spect the army after Missionary Ridge and the latter reported 

that the condition of the amy was not unfavorable in view of 

material and command. Davis therefore informed Johnston 

thai an offensive was desirable but left the .final decision 

up to the general# Els lack of confidence in Johnston was 

again evident, however, when he remarked! w. « * It is my 

desire that you should coiamunicate fully and freely with me 
' ' 8 . 

concerning your proposed plan; of action** 

Johnston, always displaying concern for his official 

dignity, was visibly irked when the President accepted the 

relayed, second-hand observations of a colonel "who had 
9 

never seen active service#w It is astonishing that one with 

the military experience and background of that of Jefferson 

Davis should display such ignorance of the actual status of 

the Array of Tennessee. Even the morning reports exhibited 

ample evidence that the effective strength of the army was 
; 10 

too weak for offensive movements. 

Johnston was greatly offended that Davis should not 

accept M s official judgment,land coldly responded in a letter 

which repeated facts concerning the army's numbers, discipline 

and spirit. The general agfeed with President Davis as to the 
. «... 

a 9 
ibid. SsHsmsm,U f* 269. 
10 
Horn, as* &&•> P* 33.°* 
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importance of recovering lost territory, but there was a 

great difference in ©pinion concerning the tactics to be used) 

a judgment which normally lies In that realm of responsibili-

ties assumed by the general in the field# Davis, however, 

continued to fancy himself an expert in both tactics and 

strategy, and therefore continued to dictate orders directly 

to generals in the field# General Johnston concluded his 

letter stating his belief in the Fabian tactics for which he 

had already become famoust can see no other node of taking 

the offensive here than to beat the enemy when he advances and 

then move forward# But, to make victory probable, the army 
U 

jaunt be strengthened#" 

Actually, when Johnston found time to make a complete 

inspection of his,army, he found it in even worse condition 

than he had expected» The Commissary Department was inef-

ficient, the supply of food was Irregular, the men were 

suffering from a shortage of blankets, and many brigades were 

without shoe®, the artillery was almost completely out of com-

mission by reason of the run-down condition of the horses due 
12 

to the lack of proper forage* 

U 
•• Official Records, XXXII, Ft, 2, p# 510* In the manner 

of, the Ionian general Quintas Fabius Maximus, surnamed Cuncta-
tor (delayer), who avoided decisive contests in the defense of 
Home against Hannibal, Johnston became cautious, dilatory, await-
ing an opportunity to smash the Union forces when there was 
probability of success. Since Johnston spent much time studying 
military history and tactics, there is reason to believe that his 
tactics dated back to the days of the Horuan Empire# 

p. 2771 Official ISSSti&i 30031, 
Pt* 2, p* 
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But Johnston attacked these problems with vigor, and 

before the winter was over had accomplished much in improv* 

ing both physical conditions and morale. Shoes were provided 

soon after Johsston received news of the arrival of 100,000 

pairs through the•efforts of the blockade runnersf and the 

food shortage was solved by the diplomatic hand,ling of Gover-

nor Joseph Brown, Numbers continued to increase as stragglers 

and quasi-deserters came pouring back to their units. The 

soldiers were possessed of a strong belief in Johnston's 

military genius. They grew to regard him with a veneration 

and affection approaching that of the Army of Northern ?!*•*• 
13 

glnia for Robert I# Lee, 

When Johnston first came to Balton, he was welcomed by 

a body of troops with a band to serenade hira. He was intro-

duced to the troops by the we11-loved General Frank Cheathaa, 

who patted Johnston affectionately on the bald head and said? 
Ih 

»Bo,ys j this is Old Joe," The Army of Tennessee referred to 

him thereafter. as simply w01d Joe." 

One of Johnston's first sets on assuming command was to 

request of Jeff Davis that certain officers of his own 

preference be sent to him for duty. This wish, however, was 

denied, for the President still preferred to make subordinate 

13 
Horn, £&£», p* 312.* 

lb 
Ibid«f pv 313# 



assignments from among ©en of M s own choosing. General 

John B, Hood was one of the first and isost conspicuous to 

profit from this preference# 

Hood was already well known in the Confederacy. Se had 

come from the old array as captain and was chosen, in the fall 

of 1861, as the leader of the Fourth Texas Infantry. Hood 

had commanded the brigade in the Seven Days* Battles and had 

become noted for M s inspiring leadership on the field of 

15 
battle* One of the Confederacy1s younger officers, h® was 

soon elevated to command a division, but was seriously votmfl.«d 

In the .Battle of Gettysburg* losing an arm as a result of 

this wound, he rejoined M s command to go with Longstreet*s 

corps to Tmrimsm in the fall of 1863 where- he lost a leg • 

while distinguishing himself at Chickamauga• During his . . 

period of convalescence he resided in Richatondt where he wag. 

such sought*.after- In the capital society and vhere lie enjoyed 
3*6 

personal intimacy .with Bavis and M s family* - . ; 
3,%ood was only thirty*-two vears of age when he ms 

assigned to Johnston's army in 186k* 

^Mary Boykint Chesnut* in her Biarv from Dixie, refers 
to Hood's 'Stay in. Biehmoad as gay and romantic. He was a hand* 
some bachelor and waa showered with attention by patriotic-
ladies, who brought Ma-oranges and. other delicacies, and, m 
soon as he was able,, invited his to .parties* Mrs# Chesnut de* 

loag rides that Hooi took with..Jefferson Davis in the 
f^:siieni#@ carriag#.* If it were more .fully tat©w» Just what 
§#©<3. and Davis talked about during those rides, historians 
might know sore about the inner history of the Army of 
Tennessee 
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Hood*g leg amputation at Ohlckamauga might have retired 

an older and less determined man, but he was young, vigorous, 

and actitre# As soon ss M s stump had heeled Hood returned to 

the service even though still on crutches and so crippled 

that he cotxld not sit on hie horse unless strapped into the 

saddle. He came to the Array of Tennessee with M m l a g ag-

gressiveness—almost the exact opposite of the eool and 

cautious Johnston. He was irabued with the enthusiasm for a 

forward move/Bent which he had absorbed from Davis, Bragg, and 

Lee, all of whom, he said, "were desirous that the offensive 

be assumed and an attempt made to drive the Federals to the 

17 

Ohio Biver." 

From all indications Hood was sent to Georgia to keep 

Davis informed in detail as to the progress of affairs and 

as to Johnston's intentions. This is evidenced by the prompt 

and repeated action of Hood writing to Davis personally trr to 

Secretary of War Seddon, or to General Braggf who had been de-

tailed as the Presidents military advisor# This reasoning 

relative to Hbod*s intentions is further substantiated by 

the fact that he began his correspondence with Davis within 

a few days after his arrival in DaIton, and that he was the 

only one of Johnston's subordinates who often corresponded 
18 

directly with Davis and his advisors* 
17J* B, Hoodt Advance and Retreatt p* 91* 
l80fficlal Records. HZ, Ft. 2, p. 555|F. H# £LM«ni t 

.Mfii. Jeffeggon P* 57©? !• A* Follard, M S SL 
fiaacuu p* 55% Hughes, gjfflmi, istesisB, pp. 
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Hood1® exact status at this time is soaewhat hard to 

determine. Officially he was a corps under John* 

ston, but he wist have operated in another capacity also, 

for on March 7 he wrote the first of a aeries of letters to 

Mchnond giving Davis a personal report of affairs and 
. 19 

apologizing for not having written sooner* This indicates 

that Davis oast have expected M a to write* Hood explained 

that he found the troops "anxious for battle" and pointed oat 
20 

that he was rteager for us to take the initiative*" He 

joined Johnston in a plea that the army be increased. A 

similar letter was sent to Bragg* Here, Hood was concerned 

with strategy for the aray, and, if he were not operating in 

a sort of special position for the President, he smms to 

have been behaving in a Banner that borders insubordination* 

rtJoeB Johnston evidently did not know that Hood was going 

over his head to plan strategy for hia» 

• In subcaqnent letters to Richmond, Hood urged offensive movement, but on April 13 he told Bragg that "it is for the 
21 

President and yourself to decide." It seems evident frcn 

this letter written to Bragg that Hood had been asked privataly 

19 
Hood's M m s a soft 2&SSS&&* PP* 65-6?* 

20 , , 
fijffUfofl KMgrd3> xxxn, 3, .p* &&+ 

21 
Ibid*, p. 781. Also, IMi.* SOCflXX, Pt. kf p* 762. 
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to use Ms Influence on Johnston to get the general to make 

arT'offenslve movement, Hood! replied* *1 received your letter, 

aiid m sorry to inform yon that I hare done all la my power : 

to Induce General Johnston to accept the proposition you , . 

made to move forward." Hoed continued fey saying that John* 

ston would not consent because he desired extra 'troops swsnt-: 

to hire and the decision as to their use left in M s hands* • '• 
ml :'r*egr0t this exceedingly, as my haart was -fixed- upon going 

to: the front and regaining Kentucky and Tennessee, #- .*• *:T4r 

regain Tennessee would be of mom value to us than half a • 

ioztn," victories in Virginia." Hood quoted a letter h@ had. 

from B, S» t«e saying, "You can assist m@ by giving a© ®or@ 

troops or by driving the enemy in your front to the Ohio 
:• 2 2 . ' . -

River." These convictions may have guided Hood on strategy 

a year later when It® received Johnston*s eorsmanS At any 

r a t e, these letters written in April were the last ones -

wit ten by Hood to Davis, Bragg, or Seddon until the ttiddl® 

of July. 

,, Hood*s desire to again get into battle was. soon gasilflikL 

On Hay k, Sherman began M s advance southward from Cliatta- , 

nooga. Johnston, faced by a superior array, adopted his Fabian 

tactics inflicting much heavier losses on Sherman's army than 

he himself received. In doing so, however, he was forced to 

2? 
Ibid.. XXXII, Pt. 3, P* 781. 
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give up territory and retreat toward Atlanta, As there 

seemed to be no prospect of & halt in Johnston's retrograde 

movement, the Richssond authorities became apprehensive. 

General Bragg informed ©avis on June 7 that the condition 
23 

of affairs inOeorgia appeared to be "becoalng wore serious.* 

General Lee reeowtefidei to Bragg that General Polk*3 army 

be transferred to Palton, where it could be used to halts 

Johnston or sent to reinforce Lee if that became necessary* 

JFolk was shortly *oved up to join Johnston, following the 

shift of the Federal army from his front in Mississippi. 

General Johnston suffered a loss about this time, however, 

for Longstreet was recalled to the Aray of Sorthern Virginia, 

General Shernian was a master of flanking tactics and 

was the source of.a perpetual headache to Johnston who at-

tempted to keep track of his Movements. However, at Uew 

Hope Church, on Kay 27, and at Kenesaw Mountain, on June IV, 

Sherman departed from his flanking operations to suffer im~ 

Mediate reversals* On June 27 Johnston wrote to Bragg that 

he was "unable so far to stop the enemy's progress••* on 

account of his numerous army and the character of the 

country, which Is favorable to that £ Sherman's flanking 

?3 
Ibid., XXXVIII, Pi. V, p. 762. 

2U-
Ibid,, p. 781. 
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25 
nethod.w Johnston esked for cavalry to cat M s railroad 

communications, but Bragg replied that m cavalry was avail-* 
26 

able* Governor Joseph B* Brown of Georgia urged that Davis 

sand cavalty to Johnston for, *We isust hold/Atlanti?#*
 2 7 

loth Brown and General Howell Cobb wrote of popular confidence 

and trust in Johnston on July 5. Sherman himself has paid 

tribute to Johnston's defensive tactics: "Mo officer or 

soldier who ever served under a© will question the generalship 

of Joseph 2U Johnston* His retreates were tisely, and he left 
28 

nothing behind** 

It m y be true that General Joseph Johnston's tactics 

were the only ones applicable to the Georgia situation? but 

the general was not without error. Granted that Johnston was 

right, he iad@ a big mistake to wait ten years to os^lain him-

self so clearly* If he had written a s frankly to President 

Davis and to General Bragg while he was at Daltons he might 

have won a greater measure of support froia the Confederate 

capital* Instead, Johnston chose to give lip service to the 

President1 g policy while in M s heart he opposed it-* At any 

25 
Ibid,, p. 796*., 

26 
Ibid. 

27 
Ibid.. pp. 679-680. 

28 
iSH&a .MM hmims,$ xv» 253# 
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r a t e j Johnston embarked on m campaign of movement which 414 

not contemplate any more actual fighting than was absolutely 
29 

n e c e s s a r y . Johnston1* own exp l ana t i on of M s s t r a t e g y was 

given s e v e r a l yea r s l a t e r : 

The d i s p o s i t i o n of the Confedera te array about 
Bal ton was p r e d i ca t ed ©a t he b e l i e f t h a t the F e d e r a l 
g e n e r a l would attack it t h e r e w i th M s whole fo rce# 
* • . I supposed, from General Sherman"s great 
superiority of nuiabers, that he intended to d eclde 
the c o n t e s t by a b a t t l e , and that he would sake that 
battle as near his own and as far f ro® our base as 
possible—that is to say—at Dalton. 0a general 
principles, that was his true p o l i c y . It is ev ident 
that h® did not so a c t because he thought, as 1 did, 
t h a t i n the event of h i s a s s a i l i n g us t h e ' c h a n c e s 
would have been strong in our favor. My opi opera* 
tions. then and subsequent ly , were determined by the 
r e l a t i v e f o r c e s of the a rmies , and a h ighe r e s t i m a t e 
of the Horthem soldiers than our Southern editors 
and p o l i t i c i a n s were accustomed t o ocpress, or even 
the Adminis t ra t ion seemed to entertain. This op in ion 
had been formed i n imch s e rv i ce wi th them, . . . It i s 
not to be supposed that such troops, under a sagacious 
and r e s o l u t e leader, end covered by in t renc iaaen t s , 
•were to be beaten by greatly inferior numbers, I there-
fore thought it our po l i cy to s t a n d on the defensive, to 
spare the blood of our s o l d i e r s by f i g h t i n g under cover 
habitually, and to attack only when bad p o s i t i o n o r 
d i v i s i o n of the enemy's f o r c e s might g ive us advan-
tages coun te r -ba lanc ing t h a t of supe r io r numbers• . . • 
A m a t e r i a l r e d u c t i o n of t he Federa l army might a l s o 
reasonably be expected b e f o r e the end of June , by the 
e x p i r a t i o n of the terms of service of the regiments 
that had not re-enlisted• I was confident, too that 
the Administration would see the expediency of 

29 
' See "General Joseph E. Johnston's Campaign in 

Georgia,* in Southern .fififf:J.glWMft X*1* 
3IW32I1 XXII, 1-101 Hooa*s i K i M i t t o a l f PP* 
108-91' Johnstoa.fjg Jtomtlin* PP. 319-32*. 
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esploying Forrest and his cavalry to break the 
enemy's railroad communications, "by which be 
could have been defeated* 30 

Unlike General Bragg, Johnston had the sen of the Army 

of Tennessee behind his* Their morale was high, and Johaston 

kept it that way. Before the troops were engaged, "Old Joe* 

had a habit of giving his aen a "pep* talk. On May 18 when 

Sherman was trying to bring his scattered columns together 

in front of Kingston to overwhelm Johnston, the general 

prepared to fall on Sherman*$ unsuspecting left flank and 

therefore Issued a few general orders to M s mens 

Soldiers of the Army of Tennessee, you have dis-
played the highest qualities of the soldier ~fi naness 
in combat, patience under toil. % your courage and 
skill you have repulsed every assault of the enemy. 
By marches by day and marches by night, you have d«* 
feated every attempt upon your communications* Xour 
communications are secure* Ion will new turn and 
march to meet the advancing columns. Fully confin-
ing in the conduct of the officers* the courage of 
the soldiers, I lead you to battle* We may con-
fidently trust that the Ala&ghty Father will still 
reward the patriot•s banners* Cheered by the success 
of our brothers in Virginia and beyond the Mississippi, 
our efforts will equal theirs, Strengthened by His sup-
port, these efforts will be crowned with like glories. 31 

Then, after the battle of Pine Mountain and the death of 

his friend Polk, rt0M Joe,"ooved to tears, Issued another ad-

dress to his soMlerst . . 

30Johnston»s narrative, p. 317* At Cassville, Georgia, 
on May Johnston had hoped to; turn and give battle, 
but understood that Hood and''folk, both corps commanders, op-
posed a. pitched battle-* Therefore, the -retreat continued south-
ward* Official Records* XXXflll, Pt*3, 6l5~6l6, 63^-635s?6l» 

31 
M M s i M l x x x t m , Pt* b$ 802. 
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Xott are called to aourn your first captain, year-
oldest companion la arms# Lieutenant General Polk fell 
to-day at the outpost of this array—the army he raised 
and commanded~~in all of whose t rials he shared, to all 
of whose victories he contributed* Is this distinguished 
leader we haw lost the most Courteous of gentlemen, the 
aost gallant of soldiers* the Christian, patriot, soldier 
has neither lived nor died ia vain* lis example Is fee-
fore youj his mantle rests with yon. 32 

On July 9j Davis, on hearing that Johnston*s army had 

fallen back to the Chattahoochee River, ordered Bragg to 

^proceed to Georgia., confer with General Johnston and then. 
33 

< . » visit the country east and west of Atlant*** Bragg 

reached Atlanta ©a July 13 and had a long conference with th* 

general. Bragg' s report was not encouragings "Cnxr army is 

sadly depleted." The tenor of Bragg*a report was that John-
"Mr-

ston had no definite plan, and would not fight* In more ex* 

tended reports that followed, Bragg modified many of his 

statements f.W-ch were made in preliminary reports? 
I have made General Johnston two visits, and have 

been received courteously arid kindly. He has not sought 
my advice and it was not volunteered* I cannot learn f 
that he has any more plans for the future than he has 
had In the past. It is expected that Jp will await tht 
enemy on a line some three miles f ron^At Ian ta/and the 
impression prevails that he is now more inclined to 3̂ . 
fight*.* $h® aoral© of our army Is still reported good. 

32 
Bora, &&* clt.f p. 328, 

33 

Official Records. XXXIX, Pt. 2, p. 695. 

3^ 
Horn, as. fiii., p. 332. 
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Bragg did not make any mention of Johnston* a reaoval, 

but he supplied Davis with the information, which he knew the 

President wanted as a Justification for such a step if it 

were deemed necessary* On July 12, Davis wrote Leei *Genaral 

Johnston has failed and there are strong indications that he 

M i l abandon Atlanta, . . It smms necessary tc relieve him 

at once. Who should succeed him? What think you of Hood for 
35 

the position?* Lee replied on the same day that* *1 regret 

the fact stated. It is a bad time to release the commander 

of an army situated as that of Tennessee• We may lose 

Atlanta and the army too. Haod is a bold fighter. I am 

doubtful as to other qualities necessary." In another dis-

patch written later Lee again referred to the Georgia crisis* 

*It is a grievous thing to change the coaaaander of an away 

situated as is that of the Tennessee. Still, if necessary, 
36 

it ought to be done. I know nothing of the necessity." 

Lee referred again to Hood as a good fighter, but stated that 

he had had little opportunity to judge M s action when the 

"whole responsibility rested upon hla." Lee continued, UI 

hair® a high opinion of his gallantry, earnestness and zeal* 
37 

-General Hardee has more experience in managing an army,M 

35 
Official £$8S£&ft» LII, Pt. 2, p# 692. 

36 
Ibid. 

3? 
Ibid. 
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On July 13 Davis again wrote Lee concerning the matter 

of Johnston's relief! "It is a sad alternative, but the case 

seems hopeless In. present hands. The measures are surely 
38 

adequate if properly employed." Lee had a high opinion of 

Johnston1 s military qualities and conceded "nothing of the ' 

necessity* for the eh*ng« of commanders. 

On July lb Hood sent a letter to Bragg in which he stated 

that Johnston had "had several chances to strike the enemy <« 

decisive blow,* but had "failed to talc© advantage of such op-

portunities.rt Be concluded his letter by ..asking Bragg to tell 

the President that he would "continue to do his duty cheerfully 
39 

and faithfully** This was Just another in the series of 

indictments against Johnston, All such coamunications were 

but weapons with which to help in securing his removal# 

Unfortunately, Davis's official family had also come to 

distrust the tactics of the commander of the Array of Tennessee* 

Even though Seddon had been one of the cabinet oembers who had 

urged Johnston's appointment, now he felt that it had been a 

mistake and advised his immediate removal to atone for it. 

Other ffleabers of the cabinet had views similar to those ex** 

pressed by Seddon. Benjamin favored Johnston's remove1 for 

38 
Davis, Rise j|M Fall. II, 561. 

" Official ae-CQEdja»XxmiI, Ft* 5, &97j XXXIXt Pt.
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quite a while before it actually took place. Memiainger, the 
ho 

secretary of the treasury, also urged his renoval* 

On July 15 Bragg definitely suggested Johnston's removal, 

suggesting General Hood to take his place. Bragg, however, 

cautioned the President not to think of Hood as "a »an of 

genius" or a "great general,* but siraply "aa far better in 
i*X 

the pre sent emergency than any one we have available,* On 

July 16 Davis telegraphed Johnston* rtI wish to hear frem you 

as to present situation and your plan of operations so 
h2 

specifically as will enable zee to anticipate events." General 

Johnston hastened to reply that his plan of operations depended 

upon the enemy. He concluded, however, by saying» *We are 

trying to put Atlanta in condition to be held for a day or two 

by the Georgia militia that aroy movements may be freer and 
^3 

wider#" This reply was interpreted by Davis as an Indica-

tion that Johnston had no intention of holding Atlanta# 

The President immediately took steps to relieve Johnston from 

his command• kO 
Davis, Rise and Fall. II, p. 561. 

hi 
Official • Records.. XXXIX, Pt. 2, p. 713* 

1*2 
Dunbar Rowland (ed.) "Private and Official Papers of 

Jefferson Davis,* Harper's Ifen&feta flteaEiafo CXXIV <Deee»b©r, 
1911), 102. 
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Johnston was not aware of any great dissatisfaction with 

M s activities and therefor© was unprepared for the telegram 

he received on the morning of July 17s 

lieutenant General J• B* Hood has been commissioned 
to the temporary rank of General, wider the late lew by 
Congress* I am directed by the Secretary of War to In-
form yon that» as yon have failed to arrest the advance 
of th® enemy to the vicinity of Atlanta, far In the in-
terior of Georgia, and express no confidence that yon 
can defeat or repel him, yon are hereby relieved from 
th® command of the Army and Department of Tennessee, 
which yon will immediately turn over to General Hood. 

It nay have been a great shock and surprise to the gen-

eral to receive such a telegram, but to others It was a 

necessary movement that had long been pending * Jefferson 

Davis said that the "clamor for hie removal" began as soon 

as M s retreat trow Dalton was known and that this "clamor 
k$ 

gathered volume with each remove toward Atlanta«n Accord-

ing to Davis, the apprehensions as to Johnston*s intentions 

had mounted to such an extent that he had no other choice but 

to remove the general# ^he President explained that he had 

begun to receive ̂ delegations, petitions and letters" urging 

Johnston's removal. Many of the sources of this agitation 

against Johnston, Davis explained, v?ere those who had "most 
k.7 

uyged his assignment*w President Davis resisted all this 

Official ft#nerd*f XXXVIII, Pt. 5$ PP» 867*889* 
Ms 
Davis, Rise yid Fall* II, 557* 

k7 
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pressure, he 3aid, until he became convinced that Johnston 
MS 

was going to give tip Atlanta without a battle* 

On July 18, at General A* P. Stewart*a suggestion, 

Hardee and Hood went to Johnston's headquarters in order-

to prevail upon him to "withhold the order and retain com-

stand of the army until the impending battle should have be«a 

fought," Hood Insisted that Johnston pocket the dispatch 

and "fight the battle for Atlanta," Johnston, however, be-

lieved that since the President had keen fit to remove him 

at this tine, then it should so be "unless the order was 
IfQ 

countermanded«rt Hardee and Stewart joined in a telegram 

joined in a telegram to President Davis urging that•the 

order for Johnston's removal be postponed until the fate of 
50 

Atlanta was decided. President Bavls replied that a change 

of conar.anders "was regarded as so objectionable that I only 

accepted it as the alternative of continuing a policy which 

has proven disastrous. . . • The order has been executed and 

I cannot suspend it without making the case worse than it was 
51 

before the order was i s s u e d ( 
^Johnston, who could not have realized how thin Davis's 

patience had been worn, stubbornly refused to take hi» into 
his confidence. Johnston's evasive reply to Davis's request 
for his plan of operation to enable M m to Hanticipate the 
events of the war* thereby signed his warrant for dismissal. 

^Hood's /ictvance p. 127# 

^Official Records. LIX, Pt. 2, pp» 708-9# , 

^Official M m m & f XXXVIII, Ft* 5» P* 888, 
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When it became open gossip in Richmond that Johnston's 

dismissal was under cabinet discussion, there was great 

concern among his friends in Congress.- They resorted to 

the extreme measure of selecting a committee to go to 

Georgia and urge him to take aggressive action before 

executive patience was exhausted!. One member of this dele-

gation was George C» Vest, who later became a member of the 

United States Senate* Vest has related that Johnston be* 

came highly Indignant when he was told of the feeling in 

Richmond* Johnston was thus said to reply* "You say tell 

Mr, Davis that it would be folly for me under the circum-

stances to risk a decisive engagement. My plan Is to drav 

Sherman further and further from his base in the hope of 

weakening hire and by cutting his aray in two. That is ay 

only hope of defeating him*" fest insisted that Davis ex* 

pected Johnston to immediately hand Sherman wa crushing 

blow* and quoted the President as saying« "If I were in his 

place I could whip Sherman now." To this Johnston heatedly 

replied{ "Yes, I know Mr, Davis thinks that he can do a 

great many things that other mm would hesitate to attempt. 

For instance, he tried to do what God had failed to do* He 

tried to make a soldier out of Braxton Bragg, and you knew 

the result* It couldn't be done.rt^ 

5a 
Don c. seitg, aaj&Mi Isais* ol Q m -

P. MF5» 
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On July 15, When Bragg suggested Hood as a possible re-

placement for Johnston, he had mad® the statement that if a 

change be aiadej nLieutenant General Hood would give tin 11 ml ted 

satisfaction,**^ This statement seems to have he en based on 

a W Inaccurate understanding of the sentlisent of th« • troop#• 

One mam. la the ranks wrote aftar the war that "the most 

terrible -and disastrous blow that the South ever redeived was 

when Hon* Jefferson Davis placed General Hood in a&wmnd '•of"'"' 

the Army of fennessee* 1' saw thousands of men c ry llkf • .. 

baMes** This enlisted mn continued to explain that to' the 

»eii'la the rankst Hood was an. "overrated gener'sl#®, fo snpp&vt 

his el&lAs* he related that a whole picket guard ef'iiv6-fs#a 

on .the Chattahoochee departed the night they heard th<u m 

- Still another private later wrote that the Change was a -

"death knell to the Army of Tennessee. , . * With bow$d "heaia 

and sorrowful hearts the Amy yielded to the mandate of fate.^ 

Still another said, #Oreat stalwart sm^burnt soldiers" "by the 

thousands eotild b# seen falling out of line., squatting dowa 

by a tree or in a fence corner, weeping like children* 'fh£§ 

53 
Official iteeorda. XXXIX, Pt. 2, p. 7X3, 
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55 
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act of the War Department threw a damper over this army 

56 
from which it never recovered." 

In taking his departure Johnston issued a touching fart-

well to hla troopsi 

I can not leave this noble aray without express** 
ing ay ad#lratioa of the high Military qualities it 
has displayed. A long and arduous campaign has sad© 
conspicuous every soldierly vi r tue »-endurance of tollt 
obedience to orders, brillant courage. The eneay has 
never attacked but to be repulsed and severely punished, 
You, soldiers, have never argued M t from your courage* 
and never counted your foes. No longer your leader, I 
will watch your career, and will rejoice in your 
victories. 57 

The adverse sentlirent toward Johnston's removal was not 

confined to just the enlisted men. General A. P. Stewart and 

General Hardee did not believe Hood capable of the command, 

larde© wrote the President a letter on August 3, asking that 

he be transferred elsewhere "to relieve me from an unpleasant 

situation** Hardee's hostility toward Hood can be traced in 

his correspondence in which he Ignores the President's pleas 

to his "patriotism* and insisting on being relieved froa a 
58 

situation "personally humiliating«* 

There wasf however* one commander who undoubtedly received 

"unlimited satisfaction1* at the change in commanders, and that 

56 
Ibid* 

57 
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was General William Tecuaseh Sherman, "At t i l l s critical 

sooent the C onfederate Government rendered us a most valu-

able service* . « . The character of a leader is & large 
59 

factor in the gaiae of war, and I confess I was pleased** 

Johnston has stated that flIn transferring the command 

t o General Hood I expla ined my plans t o Mi ,il and t h a t Hood 
60 -

requested that he "continue t o g ive o r d e r s until sunset»H 

Hood denied any recollection ©f Johnston's explanation of his 

plans, though he did admit that Johnston said "somewhat* to 

hla in regard to this Batter. Hood explained that he night 

h a w f o r g o t t e n any d e t a i l e d explanation "from the fact that 

I was thoroughly engrossed by the grave responsibilities un» 
J&l 

expeetedly thrown upon me. w . According to Hood, Johnston 

was unwilling t o even w a i t for t he dawn of day to i s s u e jkM 

farewell orders. Hood also accused Johnston of l a v i n g 

"dese r t ed* him dtecpoitc "repeated and urgent appea l s t o M&** 

He emphasized the fact that Johnston "deserted m in viola-

tion of his promises to remain and afford me the advantage 

of his counsel," Hood continued s 
11. . - by dark the next evening/July l|£7j he 

Uoims%o£/ 'was journeying towards Macon w i t h a l l -

59 
i l M i M hmimM,, 2 5 3 . 
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speed possible* Had he retained with the amy at siy 
urgent solicitation he would undoubtedly have gained 
the credit of saving Atlanta in the ©vent of successf 
In ease of failure, M s friends could, as they had 
already done, have taken measures to protect his repu-
tation by asserting that I had not altogether followed 
his counsels* The responsibility of non~BUocess would 
have retted ©a me, while he had nothing to lose and 
all to gain. 62 

Hood saw that Johnston had been replaced because he was 

not willing to boldly march out and provfeke a massive battle 

with Sherman* Hood knew that he had been chosen, for the 

command because he had the name of being a fighter. It fat 

plain for all to see that Hood was expected to unhesitat-

ingly attack the enemy. Still, he had been thrust suddenly 

into the command and lacked accurate information concerning 

the exact location of his troops« Also, he had little knowl* 

edge concerning the location and strength of the enemy* It is 

no wonder that even a warrior as bold as Hood became anxious 
63 

over the great responsibility thrust upon hi«. 

General Hood's conduct up to the time of Johnston*s re-

moval had been one of negative opposition. Sow, he was under 

the necessity of taking positive action. Jt»s« conditions, 

coupled with the fact that his account of the incident was 

written fifteen years after the event, easily account for 

Hood1# uncertainty as to just what happened# Johnston1* 

account, however, Is brief and definite# ______ 
62lbld.. p. 128. 

63 
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Johnston wrote later that he had intended to engage th* 

enemy "on terms of advantage1* while they were divided to make 

& stream crossing* if successful, he planned to nan th® works 

on th®' southern sid# of Peachtree Creek with the state militia, 

%oi leisurely fall back with the Confederate troops into 

Atlanta,, and when the Union forces approached, march out with 

three corps against mm of its flanks#*1 If he were successful 

in this, Hth@ ©way would he driven against th© Chattahoochee." 

"If mnsttccessfulj'1 Johnston reasoned, rtthe Confederate army 

had a near and secure place of refuge inAtlanta, which it could 

hold forever, and so win the campaign, of which that place 

was th© object."^ I 

It it unfortunate that Johnston had not taken- Richmond 
\ 

into his confidence and said as much to President Davis atnd \ 

Secretary Seddon. The declaration that he could hold Atlanta 

"forever" establishes much mere confidence than any message 

which he sent to the Confederate.capital. There 1$ strong 

possibility that the plans of which he wrote so confidently 

in lB?k were the product of reflection after the event* How* 

ever, granting that he did have such a scheme in mind, he 

had no assurance that his tactics would have worked out a s he 

had planned* For instance, Johnston built M s plan around the 

€k 
jsMMMmli, %B££MMm$ P* 350, 
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assumption that the militia could hold off Sherman's over-

whelming army while he was moving the main army out la & 

"leisurely" flank movement, It is hard to believe that 

100f000 well-armed and determined men under Sherman could 

have been halted By a handful of poorly armed boys and ©Id 

men. The commander of the militia later wrote that the plan 

could not possibly have worked, for, a® he explained, his 

mn were "entirely inadequate * to hold off Sherman. If 

this pita had been followed, he said, "Atlanta would, in all 

probability, have been taken by the enemy within twenty-ffcur 

hours •* The Army of Tennessee had supreme contempt for 

these state' troops, referred to as "Jo® Brown*a pets," which 
67 

compared' to a "double-ringed circus* in one appralsal, • It 

is hard to understand Johnston#s exaggerated faith in the 

Georgia militia, but, at any rate, his high-sounding plan 

probably had little chance of success • is Johnston Mas®If 

explained on the morning he acknowledged the order relieving 

him of M s command,"Confident language by a military commander 
68 

is not usually regarded as evidence of competence.,w 

66 
Hood, ABMtttti «B& M m i » P* 1**7. 

^Horn, ftp* cli;», p# 3^9• 
68 
° 2 m s M Sssffietoi OTfm, Pt«5» p. 888* Johnston made 

this statement in connection with a comparison ©f his opera-
tions against Sherman with Lee's operations in Virginia* This 
was an unnecessary and gratuitious remark that, considering 
the circumstances, might have been better left "unsaid* 
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General Johnston and Central Beauregard both recofcnisttdi 

that Sherman*s army was far superior to the troops under 

Johnston's command• As early as February, l86*f, Beauregard 

expected Johnston to "be compelled to retire from Walton in 

the direction of Augusta and Macon* on account of the *over-

whelming numbers* that the Union forces had at their dis-
69 

posal* On October 20, Johnston filed a report which ex-

pressed M s sentiments regarding Sherman*s numerical advantaget 

•At Balton the great numerical superiority of the enemy mad# 

chance8 of battle much against us*n Johnston e xplained that 

if the Union forces were defeated, they could simply retire 

to their fortified lines about Chattanooga* However, if the 

Confederate forces were defeated, reasoned the commander of 

the Army of Tennessee, the nearest "refuge"was Atlanta, over 

one hundred ©lies away. Johnston was of the opinion that a 

defeat of the Confederate army at this point would prove 

disastrous. He felt that he "could have given battle only 

by attacking the enemy intrenched or so near intrenchiaents 

that the only result of success to us would have been his 

falling back into then, while defeat would have been our 

ruin." 

The great possibility of Johnston*s Fabian tactics can 

be seen in the number of Union casualties inflicted by the 

69 
Thomas Hobson Bay, "The Bavis-Hood-Johnston Contro-

v«r«y," fla Mlaalsslppi Valley BUtgrlMl BffiUflK, XI, p. 68. 
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Confederates. As Johnston explained, "In the course pur-

sued by our troops, always fighting under cover, had very 

trifling losses compared with those they inflicted so that 

the enemy1s nuaerical superiority was reduced daily and v##y 

r&pidly and we could reasonably have expected to cope with the 

Federal aray on equal ground by the time the Chattahoochee . 

was passed*" Johnston's plan* of course, ma then to'fight 

on ground of his own choosing* He believed that "defeat cm-

this side of the river" would have meant utter defeat -for the 

Union forces# However, if the Confederates were defeated, 

they "had a place of refuge in Atlanta too strong' to toe as* 
70 

saulted and too extensive to be infested#" These remarks 

were written shortly after the fall of Atlanta, and do sug* 

gest careful thought along the sasi© lines suggested in", the 

plan siade public later concerning the' Georgia militia*.-

Johnston denied that his policy was entirely-"defensive*;' 

He had planned to stop and fight at Cassville, but aecause 

of the objection of several of his subordinate officers con-

tinued his retreat* Johnston's nesct offensive was to.fc# , 

launched near Atlanta, but was interrupted by his removal. 

Certidnly he had been successful in carrying out his plans, 

for his troops were still in good spirits and had confidence 

70 
m* 68-69* 
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71 
in their commander. Certainly Johnston mist have intended 

to defend Atlanta, for his wife was in the city when he was 
72 

relieved* However, he probably placed the holding of Atlanta 

secondary to maintaining the moral and safety of his army.^ 

In the view of the senate board of Inquiry appointed to con-* 

aider Hood1s report of failure, Hood's assignment to John-

ston1 s place was an order "to adopt the offensive policy and 

deliver battle whenever the enemy appeared.* General Rood, 

however} did "not seem to consider sufficiently the worth of 

an army nor the consequences which follow the destruction of 

7k 

one«* 

On that morning of July 19, when Hood took active com* 

»and, he was justifiably appalled by tfce magnitude of his 

task* There were not many on the seen# who believed that Hood 

had the ability to extricate the army from its perilous posi-

tion, Hood, however, plunged into the task with the energy 

and determination characteristic of him. He knew the fine 

quality of the men who composed the army, but he said he found 

71 
Thomas Robson Hay. "The Atlanta Campaign,* Georgia 

Bistopical Quarterlyf VII (March, 1923), 3-1. 
72Jones, M M .MMX$ H , 333• 

73 
Hay, "Atlanta Campaign," Georgia SmsMLlJlf 

VII (March, 1923)» 31-33. 
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The Report to the Confederate Senate, March 18, 1865$ 
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then "downcast, dispirited and demoralized."^ Although Hood 

my not have recognised it, most of this depression grew out 

of his appointment. 

If Davis wanted aggression. Hood wss the commander who 

could give him what he had asked for. Within the next eight 

days Hood fought three bloody battles. The Union forces found 

themselves opposed by wild, reckless fighting men who would 

not rest in their works and just wait for things to happen. 

The battles of July 20, 22, and 27, l86*f, about Atlanta, be-

fean a disintegrating process that was ended in the humiliat-

ing defeat and partial dispersal of the Army of feimessee. 

Neither Hood nor Sherman had much to boast about in the 

handling of their armies during the latter days of the Atlanta 

campaign, but these days marked Hood as a complete failure as 

an army commander» Hood was apparently konpletely bewildered 

by Sherman by August• He thought Sherman was retreating when 

he was making a flanking movement. There ware several days 

toward the last of the month when the Confederate coramander 

evidently did not even know where Sherman was* He thought 

Sherman was advancing toward Atlanta when he was advancing in 

th® opposite direction toward Joneshoro. In Hood * a bewilder" 

ment he overlooked one chance after another to smash Sherman1* 

columns in their vulnerable flanks and even in their rear* 

75 
Hood, Advance and Betreat, p. 165. 
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Sherman gained a position astride Hood's railroad line and 

then carelessly interposed his troops between segments of 

Hood * s army# Hood completely lost touch with two of M s 

corps and hopelessly faced the overwhelming numbers of Sherman's 

elated army* Atlanta was deserted without a straggle* 

there is sorae dispute concerning the casualties suffered 

during the Atlanta campaign. Hood estimated that Johnston 

turned over to M m from *f8k0Q0 to 50,000 men, and that he suf» 

v 76 
fered a total loss of 9>12h-. Sherman's loss is not known 

definitely, hut he gives his aggregate force onJ32y 1 as 

106,070, on August 1 as 91,675 and on September 1 as 81,758# 

which would indicate a loss of about 2^,000 during the two 

months. At any rate, President Davis's act in relieving John-
77 

ston proved to be a miserable mistake* 

President Davis*s act in relieving Johnston aroused wide-
78 

spread public interest. Following Hood *s defeat at Nashville, 

Tennessee in December, l86*f, the clamor for Johnston's 

76 
Ibid., p. 225, 
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restoration to oomnand reached such volume as to be embar-

rassing to Davis. Because Davis was still opposed to such 

an assignment, he prepared in great detail a statement, dated 

February 18, l865» which was in the form of a message to .bo 

sent to the Confederate Congress, the purpose of such a state* 

aent, of course, was to make public the reasons for his op~ 

position to Johnston's restoration. However, on February 6, 

General Hobert S* Lee was .raacle general • in chief of the Con-

federate Armies and one of his first acts was to recall . 

Joseph 1* Johnston to active service# With Johnston again 

reinstated as eoaaaMer of the Army of Tennessee, Davis with-

79 

held the xaessage and it was never presented* 

The expressed reasons for Johnston*s removal were, first, 

his inability successfully to oppose Sherman's advance, and 

second, .his reticence as to his plans and purposes, which led 

Davis and others to believe that Atlanta was to be given up 

without a struggle. President Davis made the statewant that 

he relieved Johnston only when he "became satisfied that his 

declared purpose to occupy the works at Atlanta with fidlltia 

levies and withdrew his army Into the open country for freer 

operations, would inevitably result in the loss of that im-

portant point, and where retreat would cease could not be 

foretold," Davis held that if Johnston*s army was unable 

79 
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to "hold positions of great strength" he could not "reason-

ably hop® that It would be aore successful in the plains be-
80 

low Atlanta#* 

Johnston, on his part, considered that the unfriendly 

attitude of Bragg and the intrigues of Hood and others con* 
Hi 

tributed largely to his removal#' Certainly Davis should not 

Have relieved Johnston on the eve of such an important battle, 

but Johnston had in no way told the President that he was plan* 
8a 

ning a decisive battle at this point# It is unfortunate 

that Johnston did not give Davis definite indications that he 

planned to defend Atlanta rather than confining this informa-

tion to the state of private intentions# Seddon, Memainger, 

B# H, Bill| Bragg, and others clamored for Johnston's removal# 

The President had confidence in these men and looked to thea 

for what little advice he was prone to accept. Rill had no 

confidence in Johnston*s ability to hold Atlanta# Bragg dis-

liked Johnston because he felt that the general had ignored 
m 

Ibid a* xxxnix, n+ 5# P-BSSi Bavis, M 
ii» m m * * rfwxn, pt. $, p. 
m M P » 335. 
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M s advice# Seddon, Benjamin, and Mestminger, for reasons 

evidently satisfactory to themselvesf had ©hanged their 

"opinions concerning Johnston and now advised the President 

to remove Mm* There were others, in who® the President had 

confidence, who opposed Johnston's removal all the way through# 

Robert E. Lee, Governor J# E.Brown of Georgia, General Howell 

Cobb, General Robert Toombs, and others favored Johnston's 

remaining in command or either greatly objected to the appoint-
83 

ment of Hood in his place» 

In this connection, it should be noted that, after John-

ston was removed, Hood was the only possible successor. 

Certainly General Lee could not leave Virginia* General Hardee 

had isad© it quit#, plain that he did not desire permanent 

command when he relieved Bragg the previous December• General 

Folk had been killed, A. P# Stewart, Cheatham, and Cleburne 

could not be considered seriously* General Bragg probably had 

no desire to again assume the command had he been invited• the 

only possibility, then, was General Hood# Even though Bragg 

had designated Hood as a possibility in his letter to Davis of 

July 15, 1861*, this designation meant nothing. Hood was simply 

the only one available, 

Johnston*s followers did much to arouse public opinion 

agaiast the Confederate President* Davis was aecused of 

83 
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relieving Johnston fop doing in Georgia what Lee was doing i n 

Virginia, that is, falling back upon the post lie was set to 

defend while h i s adversary, at a cons tan t ly increas ing d i sad-

vantage and suffering large l o s se s in sen and mater ia ls* wai 

no nearer t o beating and destroying the enemy or reaching and 
glj. 

occupying his objective. . Aside from these seasons given for 

relieving Johastonr Davis
1s opponents a s e r l b e d t h e eh&ng^-

strictly to personal and political, rather than m i l i t a r y • 

motives* Certainly it appeared by this time, t ha t there was 

not room i n the Confederacy f o r both Davis and Johnston i n 
85 

positions -of responsibility and power* • ... • 

The Davis f a c t i o n , on the o ther hand, contended tha t 

Johnston1s continued retreat fro®'Baiton demoralized the army 

and t h a t there was a clamor among the people as wel l as i n 

the army for M s relief. Hood accused Johnston of "want of 

dec is ion and s e l f - r e l i a n c e " and s t a ted tha t he lacked " the 

r e q u i s i t e spirit and boldness to seize"the various chances 
86 

for victory that were o f f e red him. Actually, these • , • 

Bk 
Davis, however, believed that Lee would' defend the point 

committed to his charge to the very best of his ability, while 
he lacked such confidence in J o h n s t o n , 

85 ' ' 
Hay, "The Atlanta Campaign," ftftfifflflft. i' 
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allegations are act generally supported by contemporary 

aviate. 8 7 

One of the last acts of the Confederate Congress wsis.t® 

order that the report of the military committee of the Senate 

lw@stlga.tlag. Johnston's removal be printed* The committee 

had considered correspondence between General Johnston and 

the Richmond authorities which related to the operations of 

the Army of Tennessee* General Boodfs report of the opera-

tions of this army while under Johnston's command was care-
88 

fully considered * Senator !»• T# Mlgfall, chairman of the 

committee and a personal friend of Johnston, said that if 

Charges mad® by Davis, Seddon, Bragg, and others could fee 

sustained, "it is manifest that our present disasters are not 

to be attributed to General Johnston*s removal, but to his 

ever having "been appointed** Wigfall explained that in hit 

opinion Hood's report failed wto make out M s case,*®^ When •• 

wigfall saw Hood *s report he advised the war department and 

General Hood that he would prefer charges against the latter 

as soon m he "could find the leisure." Hood immediately 

87 , ' • •' i •;'= 
• Davis, Mae, and fall. IX, 55&»55?» . 

8 8 1 ' ' 

Confederate Journals. IV, 266, 1*32, V*8, 573* 620, 7^0j 

89 
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90 
requested a "court of inquiry,* but there was neither tia« 

nor opportunity for such matters. 

The clispute, however, did not end here. Johnston in 

18$%, then Hood posthumously in 1880, and Davis in l88l each 

set forth his side of the affair* Johnston1® Narrative•of . , 

Military Operations was largely directed at Davis and was m * 

ceptlonally bitter. Rood1 s Advance and Retreat was almost en-

tirely made up of an unconvincing arraignment of Johnston* 

S&Tis*s EisS. M M E&M St iHt Confederate Government defended 

Hood in passing and made a rebuttal of Johnstons arraign-

^ent, but was largely a dialectical exposition and defense of 

the theory and act of secession and of state rights» 

Hood*s reputation as a bold fighter and able commander ' 

was well deserved, though his recklessness proved to be a poor 

substitute for Johnston's Fabian determinism. Hood had courage 

bit lacked skill in tactical planning when facing..*a superior 

army. This shortcoming Is attested by the simple fact that the 

Army of Tennessee was defeated every tim© it assaulted the enemy 

under the direction of Hood. Davis's removal of the previous 

commander had come largely fro® a conviction of Johnston1s 

errors of Judgwnt in falling to communicate freely with himj 

but oertainly the President's attitude was also colored by his 

Reaordg. KXXVIII. Pt. 3, p. 637! 1614., W . 5. 
pp. 637. 
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91 
personal prejudice and opinion* Opposed to Davis's 

opinion of Johnston as a commander was Robert 1. Lee who 

restored him to command of the Army of Tennessee and who de-» 

clared that "if General Johnston is not a great soldier* then 
92 

w© h a w no great soldiers*11 

91 
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ATLANTA AFTEEUiAXH 

On February 6, 1865, General Hobert S* Lee, by President 

Da^is*s order, was made general lu chief of the Confederate 

Armies. One of Lee's first acts was to ask for the restora-

tion of Joseph E» Johnston to the command of the Amy of 

Tennessee. Davis explained that M s opinion of Johnston's 

"unfitness for command" had ripened slowly and that it would 

now be impossible for hi® to Mfeel confidence in him as the 
1 

commander of an army in the field•" In the face of pro-
2 

Johnston public sentiment and congressional "Recommendations,B 

Davis prepared a message to the Confederate Congress which 

bitterly denounced the general and explainedi 

The resolution of Congress and other manifesta-
tions of a desire that General Joseph K» Johnston •' ' 
should be restored to the command of the Array of Tenn-
essee have been anxiously considered by me, and it is 
with sincere regret that 1 find siyself' unable to 
gratify what 1 must believe to have become quite a 
general desire of ay countrymen. 3 

^Official Records. XLVII, P*. 2, p. 1311, 

2X» January. 1865» the Confederate Congress passed' 
"Recommendations" that Johnston be restored to command the Aroy 
of Tennessee. Beceaaaenclations of the House, Jan. 9, 1B65, of the 
Senate, January 16, 1865, In Official MSSSSSI Pt.2f P*7?$v' 
c-pfea«r«t0 ismM, XV, H 5 3 . W , W , ' M 2 i USUI* w 3 , 

79* Also Chesnut, Diary From Dixie t p. 355. 

XLVII, Pt. 2, p. 130^. 
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However, because of the President's great faith in Lee 

this statement was never delivered to Congress, trot Davis 

enclosed it in several letters sent to various commanders 
k 

including General Lee, President Davis yielded when Lee 

asked the President that Johnston be ordered to report to 

him for duty "in the hope that General Johnston's soldierly 

qualities might be made serviceable to his country when .'act-
5 

ing under General Lee*s orders," and that in his new poai* 

tlon the' defects. which Davis found manifested by him when 

serving, as an independent commander would be "remedied by 

'the control of the general in chiefCertainly Lee was 

already aware of the fact that Davis hated Johnston '•for All 

the trouble* he had caused him, and that General Johnston • 
6 , 

"returned the compliment with compound interest." 

Lee understood Johnston and he knew how to handle Davis• 

Johnston was too valuable a commander to remain inactive, 

and if the Confederacy were to survive, it would be through 

the. efforts of commanders such as "Joe" Johnston. /General 

Lee had respected Johnston as a person and as a soldier 

since their days at West Point, and expressed this opinion 
7 

openly to the President#.' . . . 
^-Davis, Rise and Pall, n , 556-557. laid., p. 1303. 

6 ' • ' 

' Chesnut, M&SX Sim SltiSt PP. 2^8*2^9. ' 
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Oeneral Hood surrendered the command assumed by 

Johnston on January 23* He issued a farewell address thank-

ing the troops for their patient endurance of hardship in 

the fewness#® campaign* Hood stated* MI mm alow respon-

sible for its the campaign*]^ conception, and strived 
8 

hard to do my duty in its execution.* General Richard 

Taylor immediately assumed temporary command, Hood con-

templated going to Texas where, he fondly believed, he 

could raise 30,OCX) new troops and bring them to I«e's re-

lief in Virginia. He went to Richmond and prevailed on the 

President to authorise such an undertaking, but &is plana 

a&ae to naught, While visiting friends in Worth Carolina, 
9 

he was described as "crestfallen and dejected*" Though his 

friends attempted to cheer him up, he sat gazing into the 

fireplace, his face etched with agony as he saw again the 

dead on the battlefields of Tennessee* This horrible night-

mare clung to him for the rest of his life• 

General Johnston arrived in Charlotte, North Carolina, 

on February 2*f, 1865 to again reorganize the scattered ami 

battered Army of Tennessee. General Wade Hampton described 

Hood's army in these termst "It woulA scarcely have been 
10 

possible to disperse a force sore effectually*w General 

3 
Horn, ££» oit«. p» *25* 

^Chesnut, Diary PlS&e t P* 3^2• 

mMMi 701. 
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Bragg, who had taken charge of the defense of Wilmington, 

had abandoned that city and was near Goldsboro* Hardee was 

near Fay®ttevills?. Tiven though all three corps of the 

of Tennessee were moving in the general direction of . , • 

Charlotte, they m m widely separated* One contemporary' 

account has described the troops , although battered and $.11* 

equipped, as in a wgayM mood* 

• Ihere they go, the gay and gallant few, doowMf 
the last gathering of the. flowers of Southern pride, 
to be killed, or wbrm* to a prison* They eontlnoa-'' 
to prance by, light and Jaunty* They mteh with as 
airy a. tread as if they still believed the world was 
all on their side, and that there were no Yankee 
bullets for the-,unwary. What will Joe Johnston do 
with them now? 

It is quite likely that the troops were in a "gay" mood 

for it was "Old Joert Johnston to whose leadership they were 

Marching now* 

By early Ma*eh, Sherman entered North Carolina and was 

marching toward Goldsboro to form a junction with Grant b««* 

fore ̂ Petersburg* Jofenston aauaged to devise a force to at* 

tempt to check Sherman* s advance* The general fell on 

Sherman's left column before It could form a junction with 

the other wing at Goldsboro. The resulting battle of 

Bentonville was a victory for the Confederates, but it was 

their last, Johnstons forces could not stand the loss of 

men at this point. 

11 
Chesnut, M m &Cgtt jftSUlt P* 371# 
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fa March 18 Johnston was cheered by the arrival of aora 

troops under the commend of General Cheatam. However, lii 

the skirmishes that followed, Sherman's whole army was brought 

Into play; and Johnston found himself cratriujnibered more than 

four to one. From this hazardous situation, he successfully 

retreated, his a m y still intact, to Smithville on the night 

of March 21. Johnston realized that he faced a hopeless 

situation. Sherman now had all the advantage, and even 

though he was certain he could•force Johnston to surrender 

on his terras, President Lincoln advised him to obtain 
12 • • 

Johnston's surrender "on almost any terms»rt 

On April 6 Sherman received word that Richmond had 

fallen and that £ee*s army had left presumably to try for t; 

Junction with Johnston* So, General Sherman pressed into 

Johnston's positions attempting to corner and demolish the 

Confederate forces* As Sherman approached* however, 

Johnston retreated to Raleigh, to Chapel Hill, to Salem and 

then toward Greensboro, burning the bridges behind hia. The 

soldiers still held their heads high, their flags fluttered 

defiantly, for they believed that "Old Joe* knew what he was 

doing, and that whatever be did was right* 

As Johnston retreated from Raleigh he heard of I»ee1 s 

surrender and realized that it was just a matter of tise 

12 
Sherman, JPergonal M^moir-s. IX, 32*tl, This has been ' 

interpreted as Lincoln'1 s tribute to Joseph Johnston, Actually, 
President Lincoln was only anxious that bloodshed cease. 
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until he would be forced into a similar fate, I.)avls and "three 

members of M s cabinet, Benjamin, Mallory and Reagan, fled ' • 

from Richmond and reached Greensboro on April 12# The .Presi-

dent called Johnston and his leading generals into a con-

ference. Davit still believed that they might raise- large' 

levies of new Confederate troops and carry on the war* Jeto* 

stem and Davis were in dispute right down to the last ditioti# 

Johnston expressed himself clearly and wisely* gug 

that surrender was in order. Davis was greatly fpt&teyed .at 

Johnston*a suggestion and hotly denounced the general,.*' 

Johnston, however, insisted on the hopelessness 

with 21,000 against Sherman's 110,000, and eventuallyOtolites 

unoccupied 180,000 which had forced Lee * s surrender* fm 

first tiae during the course of the war, Davis yielded-to. 

Johnston and. on April 1*+ Johnston sent a eourier through the 
• 13 

lines under a flag of truce to arrange a peace parley*' • • • 

The Johnston-Davis estrangement did not end with the 

cessation of the war between the states* Every enemy Davis 

had, from whatever cause, naturally became the friend and' 

acting partisan of Johnston, lauding hia military genius, 

and, as a natter of course, belittling the President1s 

statesmanship. It was along these lines that the quarrel 

was maintained by the two principals during the.remainder 

of their lives, and then was continued by their respective 

admirers for many years after their deaths. 

"^Korn, <2£» clt«» p, *4-27. 
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low that almost a century has passed since the two sea 

had their differences! It Is possible to more accurately de-

termine the major causes of this great catastrophe and to 

draw certain limited conclusions* 

First of all, both sen possessed personal traits' and': 

characteristics which fanned the flame of hostility and 

Jealousy between the major partisans# It has been said.that 

they were too much alike to get along# Neither was a ®®&: to 

give tip M s own opinion or even compromise on an issue • Thay 

were each high-tempered, impetuous, jealous of honor, of the 

love of their friends, and they would brook no rival# 

Also, there-was a radical difference between the 

President and the general as to military policy throughout 

the war# Bragg was probably right when he stated that 

Johnston was not a great general, but certainly the g«nfe#i|l 

was grossly under-rated by Davis* President Davisf 

tactless, crude, and aggressive in his relations with those 

with whom he ®$m in contact, carried these characteristics 

over into his military policy. The President was inclined 

to interfere to see that M s personally designed strategy 

was carried out. Johnston, once inflamed against tha 

Bichmond authorities, was not inclined to carry out the 

President's ideas, but rather, became increasingly raise* '• 

tant to communicate them. Johnston was probably the superior 

tactician for his Fabian movements were proving to be very ' 
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successful before his removal. However, Johnston was Jealous, 

mm of Leej and it 1© a psychological curiosity that such 

jealousy could bat® coexisted with a profound and lasting 

affection# 

On the whole| it seems quite possible that the country 

favored Johnston# During these emotional war years It is 

true that public opinion changed quickly and without warning* 

But the majority of articles written in southern contemporary 

publications indicate that Johnston w i generally trusted, 

while neither soldiers nor civilians trusted the President# 

Johnston must have had great leadership (pallties for his 

troops were cheerful, eager* and possessed of unbounded fee* 

lief that the general was doing the best that could be done* 

Ibis point is further strengthened by the fact that the 

soldiers of the Amy of Tennessee openly expressed regret 

when they heard that Johnston had been removed» 

In the first major quarrel with Davis, Johnston probably 

had right on M s side* The Confederate generals were to be 

ranked according to their former positions in the United 

States Army* Without a reasonable doubt Johnston stood the 

highest. General Johnston thought president Davis' ranked him 

fourth because of personal preference, and he was probably 

right# .At any rate, he did not like it, and he said so* 

President Davis was dissatisfied with Johnston*s tactics 

in the defense of Richmond during McClellan's Peninsula cam-

paign. Johnston* s failure to aid pensberton in the disastrous 
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Vicksburg campaign did'not ad<J to the President's disposition 

or increase confidence in the general* Davis attempted to 

shift the responsibility of failure to Johnston, ascribing 

the misfortune mainly to the general'# feeble policy* In' 

%i?is»s book, AT MM. MM. B O X si Ite GMTMMKU flaaaxa* 

tent. Davis endeavored to leave the impression that Johnston's 

general command gave hint authority to' transfer troops from' • . 

one department to another, tat, in fact, it appear# that 

Johnston was prevented by the administration from giving m j 

personal attention to Vicksburg until it was too late# /, ' 

Johnston, It is true, probably failed to rate fieks'burg1 4&: 

being as valuable to the South as it actually was, but he 

made desperate efforts to save Peatbertt-n's army trapped in . 

that city* 

It was expected that Pemberton would attempt to make '• 

a scapegoat of Johnston, but the latter correctly said that 

Peaberton either misunderstood or disobeyed all his order#' 

and whilly misunderstood Grant's warfare* The truth is that 

General Grant outgeneraled them All* Both of Davis's favor-

ites, Pemberton and Bragg, were just children in this Onion 

general's hands. 

In that phase of the Johnston-Davis controversy in which 

Hood replaced Johnston as the commander of the Amy of fennesse® 

in Georgia, it would see® that Davis was the victim of intrigue 

and wounded sensibilities $ Bragg, of jealousy and pride$ Hood, 
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of ambition and, perhaps, misguided zealj and Jofcnston, of 

the defects of M s mm positive and unbending personality# 

President Davis evidently sent General Hood to Georgia, not 

because ha intended, at that time, to remove Johnston, but 

because Hood was a capable and popular officer who was avail-

able. Davis also probably hoped that Hood1a youthful ardor 

would go far to offset the known cautious inclinations of 

General Johnston* Removal of Johnston was only considered 

when the general began to lose ground with Davis personally 

and with his advisors, and it appeared possible that he might 

bo replaced by Hood. General Hood, with the cooperation of 

Bragg, Benjamin, and Seddon, began an intrigue that was ended 

only when Johnston was relieved, 

It it evident that the army was not disorganized and 

demoralized by Johnston's retrogressive tactics and that hi® 

relief fro® command was due not to a demand from the army and 

the people of Georgia, but rather to the intrigues of civilian 

administrators and ambitious officers, all hostile to Johnston, 

Certainly the conclusion can be established that Johnston's 

methods of opposing Sherman were correct fro® * military 

point of view, though not politically so# 

Johnston may be censured for his persistent attitude 

of lndeflnlteness, - so far as Davis and the Mchaond authori-

ties were concerned• If he had been frank with Davis in 

regard to his plans It seems logical that Davis would have 
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retained M m In command despite the "public clamor** It 

must be noted that Lee, never without, the president's con-

fidence, carefully included the sensitive President in all 

M s operations* Johnston's only, reply to Davis's specific 

inquiry was that "As the enemy has double our numbers, we 

must be on the defensive. ^ plan of operations oust, 

therefore, d epend on the enemy. It is mainly to watch for 
1̂ -

an opportunity to fight to advantage•* To Davis, combat* 

ting intrigue among his advisors, such a reply was simply 

aggravation and no support at all. 

President Davis was certainly open to eensure for al* 

loving the intrigue® of Bragg, Hood, Seddon, Benjamin# and 

others to overwhelm M s own better judgment m well m 

that of Lee. However, Johnston might have been more frank 

and informing with one so sensitive as Bragg, who was in a 

position to influence Davis to Johnston* s detriment if he 

should be so minded, Instead of conciliating Bragg, who 

was at first favorable and friendly, Johnston allowed this 

officer to write Davis that * As General Johnston has not 

sought my advice nor even afforded me a fair opportunity 

of giving my opinion, I have abstraded neither upon him# 
15 

Such will continue to be my course*11 ' It would have been 

^Official Records. XXXVIII, ft. 5, P. 883. 

15 
Jones, Mksi MIX glglfeli, MMSX$ 333* 
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aruch better for Johnston had lie publicly acknowledged that 

Bragg9 by virtue of his position as confidential military 

advisor to the President was the general9* superior 

officer, in theory at least, and that he had come to 

Georgia as Davis's personal representative. He could have 

evidenced this fact by taking Bragg into his confidence* 

took careful pains in pointing out the absurdity of the 

Presidents last ditch plans and suggestions in the con-

ferences of the Confederate and *ivil and military leaders 

on thn even of the final surrender in North Carolina* 

Mrs. Davis1 s singular book, Jefferson .Pavii,* &~te3MS$t 

of the Confederate States,' issued in 1890, after her 

husband *s death, was devoted almost wholly to an explana-

tion of Davis1s relations with Johnston, including a bitter 

attack on Johnston, Perhaps this estrangement, more than 

any other high level controversy in Confederate ranks, was 

of more material value to the North than many major Union 

victories in the field. Certainly one cannot doubt that 

many of the misfortunes of the Confederacy can be traced 

directly to the hostility between these two mm* Furthermore, 

the history of this controversy indicates one of the major 

weaknesses of the Confederate Chief Executive, the inability 

of Davis to delegate authority to responsible subordinates# 
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